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PROLOGUE

“Back off, 248.” 

Bobbing in the Gulf of Mexico, Dr. Morgan Cabot fixed her gaze on 
the Sunrise, a yacht twenty yards in front of her. Its running lights 

burned thin amber and spilled over the deck and onto the dark, choppy 
water. The beating sounds of the Apache’s props had to be carrying to 

the boat, and still the chopper wasn’t responding to Morgan’s orders to 

back off. She rode out a swell, adjusted her lip mic, and then softly 
whispered into it. “Home Base, 248 is not responding. Condition critical. 

Relay that back-off directive to 248 ASAP.” 

What was that idiot pilot doing? Trying to get her killed? Knots 
formed in Morgan’s stomach and then cinched down. Providence Air 

Force Base was due north, about twenty miles inland from the Gulf of 

Mexico’s Florida shore. Hopefully, the target would consider the 
chopper’s flight routine to the area and not associate it with anything 

else, but she wasn’t at all eager to bet her life on it, and she resented 

immensely the chopper pilot doing so. 
Lucky breaks, or even semi-lucky breaks, on this entire mission 

seemed to be in short supply, but Morgan desperately needed that one. 

At least that one. 
Her boss, Colonel Sally Drake, the S.A.S.S.—Secret Assignment 

Security Specialists—commander, was monitoring the operation from 

Home Base at Regret, the unit’s secret headquarters located several 
miles north of Providence out on an old abandoned bombing range. 



She’d handle this communication snafu between Morgan and the 

Apache, pronto. When something put her operatives in additional 
jeopardy, Colonel Drake took no flak and no prisoners. 

“Roger, Guardian One,” Colonel Drake’s voice sounded. 
At least she’d gotten Morgan’s transmission. 

It was a reasonable deduction that the challenge was being caused 

by weather and not by their adversary or their target. A tropical storm 
system churning in the gulf was moving northeast toward shore, and it 

likely was playing havoc with their systems or communication devices. 

But that was a deduced supposition, not fact, and the uncertainty added 
more stress to an already intensely stressful situation. Has to be weather. 

Has to be ... Megan treaded water, watched the yacht’s deck for signs of 

life, and admitted that any other possibility was too frightening to even 
consider. 

“Home Base to 248.” Commander Drake’s barked baritone finally 

sounded through Morgan’s earpiece. “Drop back four clicks. Now.” 
Two and a half miles. Morgan mentally converted the distance. That 

should do it. Bobbing in the water, she kicked, fighting the wave action. 

That had better do it. If it didn’t, odds ranked high the target would take 
Morgan down instead of her neutralizing him. 

That dark thought set off a round of shivers in her that pierced her 

wet suit and speared icy chills straight into her bones. Ever since the 
initial briefing, she’d had a bad feeling about this mission. She’d fought 

it, but unfortunately nothing had happened between then and now to put 



her mind at ease, and that had her bitter as well as edgy at a time when 

she needed clarity and finely tuned, laser focus. A little confidence 
would be a welcome thing. 

“On it, Home Base.” Jazie Craig, the second and youngest of the 
three women on Morgan’s team, responded from inside the Apache. Her 

voice was tight--so not like the affable Jazie--but considering what was 

at stake, only a fool wouldn’t be tense. And no fool would ever be 
assigned to any of Sally Drake’s S.A.S.S. teams, much less to the one 

tagged and activated for this mission. High priority classification. Threat 

to national security. Clear and present danger. 
The stakes didn’t get much higher. 

Seconds later, the muffled thumping of the props beating the wind 

grew distant and then finally faded. 
Breathing easier now that the chopper wasn’t telegraphing their 

presence, Morgan looked back through the hazy moonlight to her own 

boat. Taylor Lee, the third and final member of her team, sat crouched at 
the bow watching the Sunrise through her NVG-equipped binoculars. 

Her slick silhouette showed her elbows-out, both hands gripping her 

equipment. No action yet. 
Morgan took the brunt of a wave full in the face. The salt water 

burned her eyes, and they stung. She swiped at them, brushed her nose, 

and then adjusted the rifle sling strapped to her shoulder, keeping an eye 
out for Taylor’s signal—and for sharks. 



Seeing Taylor was easy. Sharks? All but impossible, and it was 

prime feeding time for the eating machines. Conditions were less than 
desirable for sighting anything, especially from her vantage point. 

Worse, the gulf water was extremely rough; seas estimated at twelve to 
fourteen feet and whitecaps were breaking as far as the eye could see in 

the obscured moonlight. Staying stationary against the force of it took 

extreme effort, and it was a losing battle. Frankly, higher headquarters 
had recommended axing the mission in anything over six-foot seas, but 

they had made that recommendation knowing neither Colonel Drake nor 

her operatives would actually do it. The costs of abandoning this mission 
and not executing their orders were too high, and only unsuspecting 

innocents would pay them. Who could live with that? 

Tiring, her muscles burning, Morgan did her best to stay in position 
near the yacht. Lightning streaked jagged bolts across the distant inky 

sky. The storm was definitely rolling in, and when one did, waterspouts 

typically rode heavy on the outer feeder bands. That could be 
problematic--though not nearly as much so as the fact that they were 

getting too close to the outer perimeter of the kill zone. They’d crossed 

her personal comfort threshold about a click ago. No one in her right 
mind wanted to be caught in a tornado over water under any 

circumstances, but while on this mission? And even those not in their 

right mind wanted no part of anything that could be construed as 
violating the kill zone. It’d bring out the worst of bureaucracy and 



political posturing and keep them all tangled in relentless red tape for the 

duration. 
That possibility had Morgan extra nervous. Fighting the target was 

going to be bad enough. But fighting it and a merciless Mother Nature 
simultaneously? Not good; not good at all. 

Finally Taylor whispered, “Move out, Guardian One. Go. Go. Go!” 

Silently, Morgan sliced through the rolling waves, narrowing the 
distance between her and the target’s yacht. With a little luck, she would 

be out of the water and the team would complete the mission and be 

back on shore before Tropical Storm Lil blew in full-force. 
Once the target was hit, it wouldn’t take long. If the target was hit ... 

Not allowing herself to focus on that possibility, Morgan whispered 

into her lip mic, “Verify coordinates. Exact positioning mandatory.” 
Taylor Lee answered. “Twelve-point-two-two-one miles.” 

Anything beyond twelve miles was legally considered international 

waters. “We’re cutting it pretty close, Home Base.” Morgan would have 
felt better with a little more of a pad. Even half a nautical mile would 

have helped remove the inevitable skepticism. Two-tenths of a mile was 

a sliver that left them wide open to criticism. Some flailing politician  
would definitely exploit it and take public exception, hoping to hike his 

poll rankings. And not necessarily a politician from the enemy’s side of 

the fence. 
Politics was always an issue. It shouldn’t be, but it was. If Morgan 

ever doubted it, which she hadn’t, she would only need to look at the 



S.A.S.S. headquarters to prove it. A political spitting contest between 

Commander Drake and the Providence base commander was exactly 
how the S.A.S.S. ended up plunked into a shack in the middle of no 

man’s land when there was plenty of terrific office space for its 
headquarters available on base at Providence. That one Commander 

Drake clearly lost, but she did win the command, which is what had 

ticked off the base commander in the first place. He wanted the job; she 
got the job. Political. 

“I know we’re close, but it can’t be helped,” Jazie responded. 

Taylor agreed. “We’ve got what we’ve got, and that’s two-tenths.” 
Morgan waited for Commander Drake to agree. Without that half-

mile pad, team consensus just wasn’t good enough. Morgan wanted 

command support. 
“It is what it is, Guardian One,” Drake said. 

That was good enough. The commander didn’t like it any more than 

Morgan did, but she’d accepted it. Higher headquarters had deemed this 
a high-priority mission, and while that designation gave the commander 

and Morgan and her team extra latitude to be lax on some of the 

regulations, all bets were off on them breaching the kill zone. 
Experience proved all bets were off, too, on any high-priority 

mission going down according to plan. Anything could happen. And on 

this specific high-priority mission, it was almost a certain bet something 
unanticipated would happen. 



Morgan’s S.A.T.--Special Abilities Team--wasn’t performing a 

routine mission. 
It wasn’t going up against an ordinary adversary. 

And it wasn’t tasked with neutralizing an ordinary target. 
“He’s topside,” Taylor Lee whispered. Tension elevated her tone a 

full octave. “Target is on deck. Repeat. Target is on deck.” 

“Take him out, Guardian One,” the commander said, her voice hard, 
anxious, and urgent. “Do it now.” 

That urgency, too, Morgan understood. The longer the delay, the 

greater the odds the target would pick up on the S.A.T. team being on 
site, and if he did, the odds were astronomically favorable that he’d 

successfully turn the mission into a bloodbath. He wasn’t a rookie. His 

instincts were professionally honed; he was an expert in neutralization 
missions. And Morgan and her team were functioning in a capacity that 

fell far outside their normal area of expertise. That was a huge 

disadvantage for them to absorb generally, but against a professional of 
his caliber, it translated specifically to deadly. 

Unfortunately, tackling this mission had been officially deemed 

essential and critical. The honchos up the chain of command had 
determined that the S.A.T. team’s participation couldn’t be avoided. The 

mission, they felt, could not be accomplished without the team’s special 

abilities. Unfortunately, the president agreed. 
Morgan understood that. She didn’t like it, but she understood it. 

Still, she was a psychologist, an intuitive one, a civilian subject-matter 



expert who acted as a consultant to the S.A.S.S. and Commander Sally 

Drake. Morgan was not a typical S.A.S.S. operative assigned to 
interventions or to terrorist-response missions. The same was true of her 

team members, Jazie and Taylor Lee, who also had special cognitive 
skills. 

They were all three good at what they did. Really good—or 

Commander Drake wouldn’t tolerate them, much less welcome them as 
one of her units. But, while the team members had trained for hand-to-

hand combat, it wasn’t among the skills at which they excelled or even 

ones they used frequently in their routine consults. Yet their special 
ability skills were what made activating them on this particular mission 

necessary, and the bean counters had projected their success by a 

reasonable margin, provided they acted alone and avoided hand-to-hand 
combat. 

Morgan couldn’t take offense to the caveat; facts were facts, and she 

agreed with the bean counters. The bigger the team, the greater the odds 
the target would spot them before they could accomplish the mission 

and, if reduced to hand-to-hand combat, her team would be pretty well 

done. 
Actually, with just three-to-one odds against this specific target, 

they were also apt to end up pretty well dead. 

Fear shimmied up her spine and turned the taste in her mouth sour. 
She swallowed hard, shook the splashing water from her face. Holding 



back a salt-induced sneeze, she took aim and sighted the target through 

her scope. Don’t miss, Morgan. Whatever you do, don’t miss ... 
The live version of the photographed man she’d seen during the 

mission briefing stood on deck, half-facing her. The photos of him had 
been good—strong angular face, black hair, gray eyes, about six-two and 

put together like fantasy personified—but compared to the real thing the 

photos paled. Animated, the man was drop-dead gorgeous. 
Definitely a shame. Morgan leveled him in her crosshairs. 

The first guy she’d seen in a year that snagged her attention, and she 

had to shoot him. Didn’t it just figure? 
She rolled with a wave, steadied her aim, and then fired. 

He crumpled to the deck. 

“He’s down,” Taylor Lee responded before Morgan could, relaying 
to the Apache and Home Base. “Target is down.” 

Morgan released her tension, letting a shuddered breath escape 

through her teeth. Relief swelled and expanded inside her until the knots 
in her stomach loosened their clench. “Confirmed,” she reported. “The 

target is down.” 

Thank God. 



CHAPTER 1 

“Is everyone all right?” Colonel Drake asked. 

Morgan looked back at Taylor Lee, sliding fully behind the steering 
wheel in the boat. She shot Morgan a thumbs-up, and Morgan relayed to 

Home Base. “We’re fine, Commander.” 

Sally Drake had been as nervous as the rest of them about the S.A.T. 
team penetrating to pull an interception, but when orders to activate the 

S.A.T. had come down from Secretary of Defense Reynolds himself and 

he’d explained the urgency and stakes, she’d had no choice but to 
execute them. Neither had Morgan. 

“Good,” Commander Drake said, clearly relieved, and then 

addressed Jazie in the Apache. “Position note, twelve-point-one miles,” 
she said, and then reeled off the GPS coordinates, making them a part of 

the official record. 

“Zone compliance is verified. Move in, 248. Guardian Two, position 
and prepare to board the vessel.” 

Morgan closed the gap between her and the Sunrise, then hauled 

herself out of the water and up the stern’s metal ladder, primed to fire on 
any opposition. Intel had reported the target as traveling solo. Word he’d 

left behind was that he’d been storing it for his brother, Bruce, while 

Bruce had been serving in Iraq. Now Bruce was back in Magnolia 
Beach, Florida. Time to return the boat. The story checked out, so far as 

it went, but mistakes happened in the shadowy intelligence realm, and 



Morgan wasn’t ready to assume the traveling-solo report was also 

accurate and land herself and her team on some killed-in-action statistics 
list. 

The target lay face down, sprawled on the deck. His arms were 
extended, his face turned toward her. The tranquilizer was potent and 

should have taken effect within seconds after he had been hit, but drop-

dead gorgeous was also drop-dead deadly. Extreme caution was not only 
warranted, but to ensure her team’s survival, it was required. Her finger 

on the trigger, Morgan hung back out of reach for a long moment and 

watched him intently for any signs of movement. Seeing none, she 
inched closer... 

Lightning flashed. He sprang to his feet and lunged at her. 

Adrenaline shoved through her veins. Her heart pounded in her ears. 
She feinted left, dropped and rolled, swung her gun up, and looked into 

his eyes. Ice-cold. 

Riddled with rage. Instinctively, she recoiled, squeezed the trigger, 
and fired again. 

Caught full in the chest, he flew backward off his feet. His head 

clipped the steering console, and he crashed hard, hitting the deck with a 
dull thud. 

The impact shouldn’t have been significant enough to take him off 

his feet. Morgan glanced down; he must have slipped on the wet deck. 
Regardless, this time, he was lights out and staying down. 



Rattled, Morgan blew out a held breath, settled down enough to get 

her heart back into her chest where it belonged, and then transmitted her 
report. “Target was faking it, Home Base,” she said, trying to keep the 

tremor out of her voice. “But he’s down now.” 
Taylor Lee hit the throttle and sped across the water in their boat, 

quickly closing the distance between her and the yacht. She tied off on 

the Sunrise and then climbed aboard and joined Morgan on deck. 
Confirming with a quick look that the man was down and out cold, 

Taylor grunted. “Missed him the first time, eh?” 

“You think?” Morgan glared at her. He’d come close to knocking 
her on her backside, and while she was decent at defending herself, she 

wasn’t foolish enough to believe for a second she could take him one-

on-one. He wasn’t using his training in his current job, but he’d had the 
same she’d had plus a lot more, and he had size, reach, weight, and 

strength on his side. He’d have pulverized her in seconds. Yet none of 

that bothered her as much as not getting the job done with her first shot. 
She would have sworn she had caught the man in the neck. She’d 

have bet her life on it, in fact, and being wrong right now, when she 

already felt under-qualified for the mission and on shaky ground, played 
havoc with her confidence. Could she trust her judgment at identifying 

the target by intuition when she couldn’t trust that same intuition on a 

simple shot she had fired at the man? 
Taylor squatted beside him and patted him down. “No weapons.” 



“Means nothing.” He either hadn’t expected trouble or wanted to 

appear as though he hadn’t. 
She looked over and up at Morgan. “You searched the vessel yet?” 

“Not yet.” She had barely recovered from the near miss, and she 
wasn’t at all sure that if she tried to move now her legs would hold her. 

As far as she was concerned, the regular S.A.S.S. operatives could keep 

their jobs and the anxiety that came with them. Too intense. Morgan was 
quite happy with her tamer psych consults. Her team rarely worked 

directly with individual opponents; just offered profiles or insights 

usually. And exposure wasn’t nearly so dramatic or stressful when the 
subjects were on your side. 

The clopping sounds of the Apache’s props grew louder. Stirred up, 

the balmy wind tugged at her eyelids and skin and, in short order, the 
aircraft hovered overhead. Morgan cupped her hand at her brow to shield 

her eyes, and glanced up. Jazie dropped a line from the chopper’s open 

door to the Sunrise’s deck and then took it down. 
She landed lightly on the deck, motioned in a wide circle above her 

head for the Apache to give them some space, and then turned to 

Morgan. “I can’t believe it.” Her tone turned incredulous, and her eyes 
stretched wide. “You missed him with your first shot?” 

“So it seems,” Morgan said through clenched teeth, definitely 

prickly. They’d give her a hard time about this for a solid month. 
Colonel Drake would probably have her at the range five days a week. 



Sighing inside, Morgan spoke into her lip mic, “Give us half a click, 

248.” She couldn’t yet release the chopper, but she did need to take 
precautionary measures to preserve any evidence onboard, should the 

target prove to belong to their adversary, Thomas Kunz. 
Now that the target was down, she could breathe again, but it was 

no sin to admit that she’d been scared stiff. Seasoned operatives had 

quaked at going toe-to-toe with Kunz. He held the undisputed votes of 
the Department of Defense, Homeland Security, and the S.A.S.S. as 

public enemy number one. Anyone with sense had a healthy fear of the 

ruthless killer. 
The chopper pulled away, cut a wide arc, and waited. Its sounds 

weakened to a dull roar in the night. The wind direction had shifted. 

Tropical Storm Lil was definitely on the move. Morgan watched the 
jagged lightning in the distance. 

In the last half hour, the outermost feeder band had moved 

substantially closer; their timeline had shrunk by at least half. 
“Yeah, she missed,” Taylor Lee piped in, refusing to let it go. 

Shooting Morgan a smarmy look, she added a singsong lilt to her voice. 

“I’m seeing lots and lots of time at the firing range in your immediate 
future.” 

Morgan took the heat without comment, which wasn’t easy, and let 

go of the opportunity to remind Taylor Lee that she was already the 
better shot. That’s why she’d been in the water. “Just check the vessel.” 



“Why?” Taylor placed her palm flat on the back of the target’s head. 

“Jazie’s taking her in. She should do it.” 
Tucking her long blond hair inside her shirt, Jazie tugged her collar 

up and her black stocking cap down on her ears, ignoring Taylor and 
telling Morgan, “If you don’t mind, I would rather do it myself. If I’m 

taking her to port on my own, I want to know no one else is here.” 

Fiery and outspoken, Taylor Lee slid Jazie a blistering glare that 
should have dropped her as cold as the target. “Jazie Craig. Are you 

saying you don’t trust me to search this vessel?” 

They had to do this now? Morgan ground her teeth and prepared to 
pull rank to restore peace and get them back on point. Fortunately, Jazie 

read her mind and handled it on her own. 

“Of course not.” Ever diplomatic, she effortlessly blew off Taylor’s 
heated question and toned down the tension with a smile. “I’m saying 

I’d rather bet my life on a check I’ve run myself than on one anyone else 

has run.” 
Taylor would send the same message but still took exception, and 

turned to Morgan. “Are you going to let her talk to me like that? We’re a 

team here. What good is a team without trust? You’re our fearless leader
—and my maid of honor. Defend me, Morgan.” 

Good grief. This was the epitome of lousy timing. “We have trust, 

but Jazie also has a point. It’s her neck on the line.” Morgan held off 
completely speaking her mind and shrugged, electing instead to shift the 

topic and get back to business. “You have been pretty preoccupied since 



this latest engagement to ...” Morgan blanked out. “What’s his name 

again?” 
“Rick,” Taylor said from between her teeth, clearly agitated. “I’m 

marrying this one, okay? So knock off pretending you can’t remember 
his name.” 

“Sorry,” Morgan said and meant it. But her forgetting the new guy’s 

name wasn’t a pretense or as horrific—even for a maid of honor—as it 
might seem. Actually, it was ridiculously easy to understand, and even 

Taylor would see that if it were happening to anyone else’s fiancé. 

In the three years they had been a team, Taylor Lee had been 
engaged at least half a dozen times. She loved engagements, she just 

wasn’t so hot on actual marriage, and so she’d yet to make it to the altar.  

Some would consider that odd, but when you have special skills, 
you also have special challenges. No one understood that truth like 

someone else with special skills and special challenges. So while the 

three of them had started out as professional associates, they also had 
become true friends. And in situations like Taylor’s frequent 

engagements, true friends bit their tongues and swallowed any 

skepticism or sarcasm they might ordinarily express. This was a matter 
of the heart, and no friend ever does anything but fully support a friend 

on matters of the heart—even when doing so comes at inopportune times 

and minds should be on other matters, like now, with the target sprawled 
on the deck.  



Regarding Taylor’s fiancés, Morgan and Jazie had been the best 

kind of friends. They’d kept their mouths shut and had taken turns at 
being Taylor’s maid of honor. She switched men; they switched 

positions. No problem. 
So far, Morgan admitted, the job had been pretty painless for them 

both. Taylor tired of fiancés pretty quickly, before the duties got too 

deep. 
“Vessel’s secure,” Jazie said, emerging from the cabin. 

“Great.” Morgan looked at Taylor Lee, whose hand was still on the 

target’s back. “You done yet?” 
“Yeah.” She pulled away and stood up, then backed up a few steps. 

Jazie looked over, silently asking whether she should wait or go 

next. “Go ahead.” Morgan nodded at the target, delaying her own 
examination as long as possible. The unbridled rage in his eyes when 

he’d lunged at her had been powerful, and she still felt the remnants of it 

sizzling on her skin. He’d intended to kill her, and if he had reached her 
before she’d shot him, he well might have. Knowing it still had her 

shaking inside. She needed to get grounded before scanning him to work 

past the fear. Otherwise, she would just be wasting her time. 
Jazie didn’t say anything, but she’d picked up on Morgan’s struggle. 

“Go on, Jaz,” she repeated, eager to have it done without discussion. The 

sooner this mission was put to bed, the happier she’d be. 
Silently, Jazie bent down, let her hand hover just above his spine, 

and then skimmed a sweep down his torso to his waist. She paused, and 



then reversed, brushing up his back to his head. Surprise flickered across 

her face, the corner of her mouth tilted up, and she glanced at Morgan. A 
knowing light burning in her eyes, she stood up and then backed away. 

“What?” Taylor Lee asked her. “Why the grin? Did I miss 
something?” 

“Wait.” Biting her lower lip to downplay her megawatt smile, Jazie 

gave Taylor Lee a negative nod and lifted her hand. “Go ahead, 
Morgan.” 

Intuiting why Jazie was amused, Morgan pulled out her flashlight 

and stooped down beside the target. She clicked on the light for a 
millisecond—just long enough to see his neck. The telltale evidence 

presented itself: a droplet of blood. 

“Oh, man.” That from Taylor Lee. “You didn’t miss—with the first 
shot, I mean.” 

“No, I didn’t.” Somewhat relieved, Morgan shoved her flashlight 

back into place at her hip and then scraped her fingertips over his 
angular face. 

Stubble. Lean flesh and bone. Toned, relaxed muscle ... Nice. Far 

too nice ... She backed off, dusted her palms, then tried again, reminding 
herself he wanted her dead and when he awakened he would want to kill 

her all over again. That should have provided all the influence necessary, 

but it didn’t, so she reminded herself who he could be: Thomas Kunz, 
the most feared terrorist on the planet—or one of his lethal body 

doubles. 



That sobered her right up, put her mind solely back on business. 

Opening her mind, she cut her senses loose, giving them free rein. She 
sank deep, then deeper, beneath and beyond the physical, and then 

deeper still until she tumbled fully into the nebulous realm of pure 
sensation ... 

Anger. 

Surprise. 
Outrage. 

She let the feelings flow through her and then slowed down and 

carefully examined the area just inside his hairline, under his jaw, 
looking for thin ridges of scars that would signal he’d had plastic 

surgery. But she found none there, none at his ears or inside the tip of his 

nose, all of which confirmed her intuitive reaction to him. 
“Unbelievable.” Obviously impressed, Taylor grunted from beside 

Jazie. “It honestly took two tranqs to knock him out?” Admiration tinged 

her tone, admiration and a little interest that was purely female and 
purely driven by sensation and chemistry. “The guy must have the 

stamina of a bull.” 

Morgan blanched. If the woman cut loose with one of her diva 
purrs, Morgan might just tranq her. 

Jazie tilted her head. A long blond curl escaped her hood and hung 

down over her shoulder. From around it, she studied his face. “I know 
you didn’t expect a lightweight—not after seeing his photos.” 



“I’m engaged.” Taylor Lee snapped off a couple of photographs of 

him and the deck for the records, then clamped the camera back to a 
loop at her waist. “I wasn’t ... noticing assets, only relevant specifics.” 

“Right.” Taylor Lee was full of it. She always noticed assets. But 
being honest—if only with herself—Morgan had noticed, too. And she 

hadn’t expected a lightweight. Still, a two-tranq knockout was a rare 

thing, especially with a neck shot. She glanced at Taylor Lee. “Noticing 
or not, it did take two to drop him.” Positioning her fingertips at his 

throat, she checked his pulse and stilled. Strong and surprisingly steady, 

considering the dosage he had absorbed. An odd tingle started in her 
fingertips, coursed through her hand and up her arm to her chest. 

Certainty filled her. Breathless and distracted, she ran a quick second 

scan to double check, dragging only her index fingertip over his face and 
neck and then through his soft, thick hair. 

The sensations were powerful, strong, almost … hypnotic. 

Stunned by them, she drew in a sharp breath and rocked back on her 
haunches. “Whoa.” Hypnotic? Where had that come from? Who cared? 

She blew past it, not wanting any part of it. She’d never reacted 

personally to a patient in her practice or to a subject in her S.A.S.S. 
consults, and she wasn’t going to start now. 

“Whoa, what?” Jaz asked. 

Morgan didn’t dare answer. But with the risks, she had to confirm, 
and again tested her impressions. Blessing or curse, they didn’t change. 



“Two scans?” Taylor asked, lifting both hands, palms up. “What is 

going on here? Is something wrong with you, Morgan?” 
“The water was cold.” She grabbed the first plausible excuse that 

came into her head. If she admitted those hypnotic stirrings from a target 
might have interfered with her input and she’d had to scan twice to 

confirm her own findings, she would never know another moment’s 

peace. Taylor Lee and Jazie would see to it, and they well might report it 
to Colonel Drake, which would be a hundred times worse. As it was, it’d 

haunt her. She didn’t need insult added to injury from anyone else, and 

doubt was not a welcome thing in an S.A.T. team leader. 
“We need to move,” she told them. “When he wakes up, we’re 

going to have two hundred pounds of Special Ops-trained, ticked-off 

man on our hands. I’d prefer it if, when that happens, we have plenty of 
backup around to deal with him.” 

“So is he, or isn’t he?” Jazie propped her hands on her hips. 

“Inquiring minds want to know.” 
“He’s the real Captain Jackson Stern.” Morgan nodded and looked 

from him up at Jazie. “If Thomas Kunz tried to substitute himself or 

someone else as a body double for Stern, he failed.” 
“You’re sure?” Taylor Lee narrowed her eyes. They glistened dark 

against the smooth rubber cupping her head. “No doubt?” 

“I’m positive,” Morgan said, as certain of it as she had been that 
she’d hit him with the first tranquilizer dart. She stood up. 

“As positive as you can be without DNA backup,” Taylor Lee said. 



Morgan nodded, giving her that one, and then swiveled her gaze to 

Jazie. “What did you get?” 
“Not a peep.” She shrugged. “Sorry. But I’m not surprised,” she 

said, tilting her head. “The man is unconscious.” 
No internal dialogue going on for Jazie to tap into and overhear. 

Logical. Disappointing and expected, but logical. “He is that.” Morgan 

nodded, shifting her focus to Taylor Lee. 
“I didn’t see a thing.” She crossed her arms over her chest. “Like 

Jazie said, right now he’s too drugged out to be seeing any mental 

images I can pick up. I’m afraid that puts all the weight on you. Wish it 
didn’t, but it does. ” 

It did. Morgan would have liked confirmation from at least one of 

them, but she wasn’t going to get it. Disappointment shot through her, 
and she gave herself a full second to feel it and then moved on. “It was 

an outside shot,” she reminded them. “We go with what we’ve got.” 

Morgan nodded at Jazie. “Cut the Apache loose.” 
“Just a second,” Taylor Lee said, a little apology in her tone. “Not 

that I’m doubting you, but we are just a tenth of a mile inside the zone,” 

Taylor reminded Morgan, shifting her weight foot to foot. “I’d feel a lot 
better about this if one of us could verify your findings before we lose 

the option to retreat and recover.” 

“So would I.” Morgan agreed. If further examination proved 
Jackson Stern was a body double and he was in the U.S., then all kinds 

of problems would rain down on their heads, which is why the honchos 



had insisted the S.A.T. team interdict him and verify his identity using 

their special skills while he was still in international waters. “But that’s 
not happening, so we have no choice except to act on what we’ve got—” 

“What you’ve got,” Taylor Lee corrected her. 
“Exactly,” Morgan said, a bite seeping into her voice. “And what 

I’ve got is that he’s the real Jackson Stern.” 

The only way to prove his identity beyond any doubt was for Dr. 
Joan Foster to test him with drug therapy, and being pregnant and in her 

last trimester, she couldn’t very well come out here into international 

waters to intercept the man and administer those tests. He had to be 
S.A.T. verified and then brought to her. And Morgan had to pray hard 

she was right about him, because if she was wrong ... Oh, man, she 

couldn’t be wrong. 
Jazie signaled, and the Apache peeled off and sped away. The night 

again grew empty of sound except for the waves crashing against the 

Sunrise’s hull and the dull rumble of wind and thunder rolling off in the 
distance. 

“Just so we’re clear.” Taylor Lee frowned at Morgan. “It’s the risks 

of being wrong I’m doubting, Morgan, not your intuitive abilities.” 
“I don’t know why you’re not doubting my abilities,” Morgan said. 

“I doubt them all the time.” 

Jazie stepped around an anchor and chain. “Could it be because over 
three years they’ve been bulls-eye accurate about 80 percent of the 

time?” 



“Eighty-seven percent,” Morgan corrected her, “but it’s which 13 

percent of the time I’m wrong that keeps me doubtful all the time.” And 
scared to death, especially when the costs of being wrong carried 

consequences this stiff. 
“So humble,” Taylor Lee said, and then stood up. “That’s just as 

well, I guess. With a big head, you’d be a pain.” 

“Taylor Lee!” Jazie sighed. “No offense, but you really do need to 
learn some of things floating through your head are better off left 

floating and not said.” 

“Why? Truth is truth, isn’t it?” Taylor Lee looked back at Morgan. 
“So okay. We’ll all feel better when Dr. Foster verifies Jackson Stern is 

really Jackson Stern. Fine. At this point, we can’t risk doing anything 

other than what we’re doing.” 
“Now, I’ll agree with that,” Jazie chimed in. “Especially not when 

we’re up against Thomas Kunz and G.R.I.D.” 

None of them were likely to forget this adversary. Kunz was the 
head of Group Resources for Individual Development, the biggest black-

market intelligence broker of U.S. resources, assets, and personnel in the 

world, and both Thomas Kunz and his organization had committed 
atrocities so horrendous that no one in the intelligence community could 

forget them, much less the S.A.S.S. Special Abilities Team tasked with 

determining the truth. 
S.A.S.S. units didn’t exist on paper, and the operatives assigned to 

them were buried in the Department of Defense’s Office of Personnel 



Management, like many covert or paramilitary operatives. The S.A.T.—

Special Abilities Team, namely Morgan, Taylor Lee, and Jazie—were 
buried even deeper. They were civilian consultants and, while everyone 

in the chain of command had an occasional need for their subject-matter-
expert services, not one person in that same chain of command wanted 

anyone else in or outside the chain to know it, or to even know the 

S.A.S.S.'s S.A.T. team existed. So Morgan and her team were assigned 
to Commander Sally Drake because, for reasons of national security, 

only a rare few knew the S.A.S.S. units existed either, and that was that. 

S.A.T. was official and buried deep, yet accessible to those in the highest 
circles with security clearances exceeding top secret. 

Yet no matter how deeply they were buried, neither Morgan nor 

Taylor Lee nor Jazie had a single illusion about Thomas Kunz or 
G.R.I.D. He knew the S.A.T. existed. And with or without their special 

skills, he and his multinational, greedy G.R.I.D. henchmen were more 

than capable of killing every member of the team, or worse, of capturing 
them and keeping them alive to torture. 

Kunz was a master at torture, and the sick, twisted jerk liked it. 

Having viewed what was left of some of his victims still curdled 
Morgan’s blood. 

Jazie moved beside them. “Well, let’s don’t linger at getting Captain 

Stern to Dr. Foster. If it took two shots to drop him, odds are good that 
he won’t stay out the full four hours and, like you said, Morgan, when he 

wakes up, he’s going to be one ticked-off puppy.” 



Not exactly what Morgan had said, but close enough, and the sooner 

she got Stern delivered to Dr. Joan Foster, and the farther Morgan got 
away from him, the better she’d feel. Joan, however, wouldn’t exactly 

relish receiving the Kunz bait. 
Once, Kunz had held Joan captive. After he’d killed her parents and 

grandparents, he’d abducted her husband and son and had threatened to 

kill them too unless Joan performed behavioral modifications and 
memory implants as well as other psychological warfare therapies on 

both Kunz’s body doubles and on key personnel in sensitive military and 

other intelligence-rich positions that Kunz held captive. 
Nearly two years ago, an S.A.S.S. unit led by Captain Amanda West 

had rescued Joan, her husband, and their son. She had been working 

under Commander Drake ever since, trying to help bring Thomas Kunz 
and G.R.I.D. to justice. Joan was the first woman alive with the 

knowledge and expertise needed to successfully deprogram one of 

Kunz’s body doubles. For a long time, she alone could tell the difference 
between the body doubles and the originals. Now she had trained two 

other doctors, which helped Commander Drake sleep a little easier at 

night. But the sooner Joan verified that this man was the real Captain 
Jackson Stern, the better Morgan would feel about her decision to bring 

him in. 

“Going live.” She warned Taylor Lee and Jazie she was opening up 
communications to Home Base again, then stepped back, tilted her lip 



mic into position, and turned it on, brushing her jaw with the backs of 

her fingers. “Home Base?” 
“Go ahead, Guardian One,” Commander Drake said. 

“No scarring or other visible signs of plastic surgery noted on the 
target.” By sight or feel, either of which could be inaccurate, they were 

operating in near blackout conditions. A flashlight-enhanced visual on 

more than his neck would have made Morgan more secure in her 
intuitive findings, but prolonged or frequent light was too dangerous; 

they could be spotted and destroy an opportunity to bring down those 

ashore who were purportedly waiting in the harbor for Stern’s arrival. 
One shot of light could be attributed to lightning. Any more than that 

was simply too risky. “I believe it’s him.” 

“That’s enough for me,” the commander said, then delicately 
warned Morgan to take no unnecessary risks. “We’ve already got one 

corpse, and another individual who could be facing the needle. I don’t 

want any more complications.” 
Facing the needle? Morgan frowned, confused. “But there is no 

death penalty.” At least there wasn’t in the military. The worst penalty 

that could be inflicted in this case was life in prison. 
“If the victim was murdered off-base, then we’re out of it. The 

locals have jurisdiction, and they can, and probably will, put the death 

penalty on the table.” 
“But we have possession—” 



“For the moment, yes. We do,” Drake said. “The locals are 

cooperating until we know for fact where the actual murder occurred. 
Fortunately, we have a history of good relations, so we’re handling it as 

a  joint investigation until a final determination is made,” she explained 
but stopped short of sounding convinced that the cooperation would 

continue indefinitely. “Get the target to the base for further processing. 

Transport is waiting,” she said, then added the coordinates. 
“Yes, ma’am.” Morgan shoved the lip mic away from her face. “You 

heard her.” She grabbed Stern under the shoulders. “Catch his feet, 

Taylor Lee.” 
Jazie took the Sunrise’s wheel, and Taylor and Morgan hauled Stern 

into their little boat then settled in with Stern prone, Morgan beside him, 

and Taylor Lee driving. Lightning sizzled, striking eerily close. The 
smell of it filling her nose, Morgan looked back to the wheel. “Be 

careful, Jaz.” Plenty of reinforcements waited for her, but if for some 

unforeseen reason Kunz’s assassins were there too, anything could 
happen. He didn’t tolerate anything but the best from his associates, and 

that wasn’t good news for anyone up against them. 

Jazie smiled and nodded. “No problem.” 
Praying she was right, Morgan gave the signal. Jazie and Taylor Lee 

took off in their respective boats, cutting across the rough waves in 

parallel directions. 
“Quit worrying. She’ll be fine,” Taylor Lee said, speed plastering 

her skin and pulling at her eyes. 



“Of course, she will.” Thomas Kunz’s assassins expected Stern to 

be on the Sunrise and arriving later at Magnolia Beach’s harbor, but 
Jazie would take the yacht to the bay, dock it, and then turn it over to a 

forensics team from Providence. They’d do their thing and a joint forces 
team would take the boat on to the harbor. 

Jazie wouldn’t be with them. After docking the boat, she would 

meet the team at the Providence Air Force Base hospital, where Joan 
Foster would be waiting for Morgan and Taylor to arrive with Captain 

Jackson Stern. If, as expected, the G.R.I.D. assassins should be waiting 

for Stern at Magnolia Beach’s harbor, members of Task Force 248 would 
greet them, and they were just itching to do battle. 

The guys on the task force had as many reasons as the S.A.S.S. to 

hate G.R.I.D. and Thomas Kunz, and their anger had been building up a 
head of steam for a long time. Morgan almost felt sorry for the assassins. 

Almost. 

Thomas Kunz and G.R.I.D. had been responsible for the deaths of 
too many operatives and too many Americans for Morgan to feel 

genuine sympathy and not fear. Kunz was stunningly clever, a genius by 

anyone’s standards, and he’d proven it repeatedly in their clashes. 
Capturing the would-be assassins would benefit the S.A.S.S. more 

than killing the lowlifes, but history had repeatedly proven that Thomas 

Kunz compartmentalized his G.R.I.D. operations and only he and his 
senior operations manager, Moss, aka Beefy, knew details beyond any 

individual’s operational segment. Not even Kunz’s second in command, 



Marcus Sandross, was privy to all phases of any operation. 

Unfortunately, neither Kunz nor Moss ever got within striking distance 
of anyone else to risk being intercepted, though S.A.S.S. once thought it 

had Kunz safely incarcerated in Leavenworth (it turned out to be one of 
his body doubles). 

Two S.A.S.S. operatives had experienced close encounters. 

Captain Amanda West had broken the operation’s manager’s nose 
once, and Katherine Kane had gut-wounded him in a G.R.I.D. 

compound cave in the Middle East. They had dubbed him Beefy and, 

unfortunately, he had survived the gut wound. Amanda had gone toe-to-
toe with Kunz and barely lived. 

At least these reports summarized prevailing belief. Kunz was as 

bad as or worse than Saddam Hussein with his dozen known body 
doubles. Who knew if any of the S.A.S.S. operatives had ever 

encountered the real Kunz? That is, besides Amanda, of course, who had 

originally discovered Kunz was using body doubles to infiltrate high-
powered, sensitive government positions. She’d been abducted by Kunz 

and brought to one of his Middle Eastern compounds, where she ran into 

her own double in a mock apartment that matched her own home down 
to the minutest detail. 

The shock of that discovery had rocked foreign governments, 

Homeland Security, the Department of Defense, all the intelligence 
agencies in the world, and the psychologist in Morgan. Even now it 

roiled through her, and she cringed against it and all it implied. 



Morgan knew Kunz was involved in this mission and in the case 

that had spurred it and prompted the honchos at higher headquarters to 
assign the S.A.T. to it. His involvement blanketed her bones with fear 

and set her flesh crawling, warning her that a horrific experience such as 
the one Amanda West had endured could happen again—this time, to 

her. 

Morgan glanced down at Jackson Stern, bouncing against the deck 
with each wave and roll and pitch of the boat. Or was her intuition 

wrong? Was Stern really Stern and not a body double? Or had Kunz 

already successfully struck his first blow and won the battle in their 
ongoing war? 

Either way, one thing still didn’t make sense, and it was significant. 

Why had Thomas Kunz gotten himself and G.R.I.D. involved in a 
domestic dispute that ended in homicide? No matter the angle, that just 

didn’t compute. Not to foreign or domestic intelligence agencies. Not to 

the honchos in D.C. Not to Commander Drake. And not to Morgan. 
There had to be more to this than murder. 

Knowing Kunz, much more. But what? 

“Signal.” Taylor Lee pointed to a light on the shore. 
“ETA?” Morgan shifted focus to the shoreline and guessed their 

estimated time of arrival to be in about three minutes. 

“Three forty-five,” she said, honing the time. 
Morgan shot a millisecond beam on the light and then double-

checked the coordinates Commander Drake had given her on her wrist 



monitor. They matched; it was their ride. She pulled her lip mic into 

place. “Got you, Guardian Four,” Morgan said, acknowledging the 
waiting chopper’s signal. It would fly them to Providence. “ETA 3:45.” 

“Roger that, Guardian One.” 
Recognizing the voice as Captain Amanda West’s, Morgan 

stiffened. Another chill slithered up her backbone. Though others were 

involved, she headed the actual S.A.S.S. team assigned to bringing Kunz 
and G.R.I.D. down—the team Morgan previously had been brought in 

on multiple times as a consultant profiler. And the tense pitch in 

Amanda’s tone had Morgan’s intuition receiving rapid-fire warnings. 
Fear. 

Danger. 

Death. 
Amanda had good reason to fear Kunz, considering the man had 

held her captive for three months and subjected her to horrific torture. 

He had even buried her alive, and no doubt she couldn’t shake knowing 
the only reason she had escaped with her life was that he had wanted her 

to escape. 

Amanda West knew the specifics on the S.A.T. team. She knew 
their experience, their credentials. She knew Morgan tested off the charts 

as an intuitive, that Taylor Lee was similarly classified as a psychic who 

saw things, and that Jazie Craig heard things few other humans could 
hear; often, mere thoughts, and yet Amanda still feared Kunz would 



succeed at whatever terrorist activity he was attempting to launch 

against them through Jackson Stern. 
Amanda feared he would outwit them and win--and if he did, then 

thousands, if not millions, would die. 
Unfortunately, Morgan feared the same. 

And if he did win, then that opened three questions in her mind. 

What would his success cost the U.S.? 
How many people would forfeit their lives? 

And when the attack was over, how many in the S.A.S.S. and in the 

S.A. T. would lie among the dead? 



CHAPTER 2 

Amanda secured clearance and then landed the helicopter on the 

concrete pad adjacent to the hospital. Double doors on the ground floor 
of the nearby five-story gray-brick building opened wide, and two burly 

men dressed in hospital whites rushed out, pushing a gurney. A very 

pregnant Joan Foster followed them, hair pulled back in a bun, lab coat 
flapping in the wind stirred by the props. 

In short order, the men had Jackson Stern out of the chopper and 

strapped to the gurney. They each grabbed a side and rolled him through 
an opening in the roped off area surrounding the pad, across the wide 

walkway to the building, then on inside using the same doors they’d 

exited. Joan escorted them down a long, wide hallway, and Morgan and 
Taylor Lee brought up the rear until the others disappeared with Stern 

behind broad wooden doors that marked the boundary of Joan Foster’s 

private domain. No one entered it without her express invitation, and 
that included Taylor Lee and Morgan. 

“What we do now?” Taylor Lee asked, coming to an abrupt halt. 

Morgan stopped beside her and, staring at the wood grain in the 
solid doors, offered a silent prayer that her intuition had been accurate 

and the man on the gurney was Jackson Stern. The closer they had 

gotten to Providence, the tighter the knots had wound in her stomach and 
the more she had doubted herself. It was fear. Pure and simple, 

unadorned fear, and the only cure rested in Joan. She would reveal the 



truth. God, please don’t let me be wrong. Please ... A trickle of sweat slid 

down Morgan’s face. She felt clammy all over. “We do the only thing we 
can do.” She slid Taylor Lee a level look. “We wait.” 

“Wearing this?” Taylor Lee motioned to her wet suit. “I don’t think 
so. It doesn’t breathe.” 

It didn’t. “Borrow a pair of scrubs—a couple pair.” Morgan was 

eager to get out of her wet suit, too. In the water, it was great. Outside it, 
the suit was hot and itchy. “You know where the linen closet is—around 

that corner, on the right.” Morgan pointed down the hallway. “I’ll meet 

you in the waiting room.” 
“Works for me.” Taylor Lee took off down the hall. 

* * * 

About 2:15 A.M., Commander Drake phoned. “Any word yet from 
Joan?” 

“Not yet.” Wearing green scrubs and footies, Morgan hauled herself 

out of the hard blue chair without complaint. The scrubs and socks beat 
the wet suit and fins. She walked down the row of chairs toward the 

door, ignoring the weather report on the TV. Taylor Lee had muted the 

sound and then promptly dozed off. She’d slept soundly until Morgan’s 
cell phone rang. Now she sat straight up in her chair and stretched like a 

cat, working the kinks out of her shoulders. “Shouldn’t be too much 

longer.” 
“No, it shouldn’t,” the commander said, then added, more to herself 

than Morgan, “unless she’s run into something unusual.” 



That comment put more knots in Morgan’s stomach. In the hallway, 

she leaned back against the drab wall. A coat of paint wouldn’t hurt. 
Something bright and cheerful would be welcome though, being the 

grouch he was, the base commander, Colonel Gray, would spit nails 
before making anything on base cheerful or welcoming. “I did have to 

shoot him twice,” Morgan reminded her. “Could be taking longer 

because of the drugs.” 
“Could be,” the commander agreed. “If Joan had run into anything 

odd, she would have stopped and called. She has in the past, anyway.” 

That disclosure had Morgan feeling a bit better. She pushed away 
from the wall and peeked back into the waiting room. Taylor forked her 

fingers through her long black hair. Typically sleek and smooth, it was 

rumpled and no doubt her head itched too, after being confined in the 
wet suit. They’d both be more comfortable after a shower. 

“Jazie there yet?” 

Morgan glanced around the edge of the door to a small table in the 
corner next to the TV. Taylor moved over to it, then slid onto a chair on 

one side. “Okay,” she said. “I’m ready.” 

Jazie sat down across from her on the other chair. Keeping an eye 
on the tropical update on Lil, Jazie dealt from a deck of cards and they 

began their umpteenth game of spades. “She got in about two hours ago. 

We’re together in the waiting room.” 



“I know you’re all exhausted, Morgan, but I have to ask you to hang 

around until we hear from Joan. We’re on hold on our next move until 
we do.” 

“No problem.” Morgan rubbed her neck, trying to sound as if she 
meant it. Fighting the wave action in the gulf had her more than 

exhausted; she was positively bone weary. “After we hear from Joan, we 

should take a look at the body.” 
“That can wait,” she said. 

“Maybe, but we don’t know that.” Morgan hedged. “We could lose 

control of it, if locals end up with jurisdiction.” 
“True.” The commander hesitated. “But that’s not the reason. Tell 

me why you wouldn’t rather get some rest first and then examine the 

body. The real reason.” 
Leave it to Drake. Gift or experience, she was too astute by half. 

“Frankly, since I knew the victim, I would rather not have to examine 

the body at all.” Her mouth went dry. She licked at her lips then added, 
“It makes doing my job more difficult.” Morgan bounced back against 

the wall, knowing that the commander’s concern stemmed from a 

different source. She thought being tired would diminish their special 
abilities—and it might. Better to address that before being called out for 

holding back again. The commander had a notoriously short fuse. “We 

could have to scan twice,” Morgan admitted, rubbing the back of her 
neck with the palm of her hand. 



“Which doesn’t do a thing to explain why you want to do it now, 

then,” the commander countered. 
“No.” Morgan stared at a brown water spot on the tile ceiling. “I 

guess it doesn’t.” 
“Don’t make me ask for the complete truth a third time, Dr. Cabot.” 

Dr. Cabot. Not Morgan. Bad omen. “No, Commander.” 

“Why examine the body now?” she asked, sounding more curious 
than angry. “Why not just wait?” 

Whether or not Colonel Drake would understand was anyone’s 

guess, but in her three years as commander of the S.A.T. team, when 
Drake had doubts, she generally kept them to herself. Morgan suspected 

doing that took a great deal of restraint, and she respected her for 

making the effort, so Morgan decided to at least attempt to explain her 
rationale. “I wasn’t attempting to deceive you. I was just trying to give 

you something true and easy to accept.” 

“Spare me,” Drake retorted. “I’m more pliant than I look.” 
Tough as nails came to mind. Giving in, Morgan went to the bottom 

line. “When someone dies suddenly and it’s a violent death, they often 

leave a strong ... imprint, if you will. It fades over time to just a trace 
that’s hard to detect. Kind of like a footprint in the sand. At first, it’s 

clear. Then it’s disturbed, and finally it disappears.” 

“I see,” Commander Drake said, her voice devoid of judgment. “So 
your best odds of picking up anything—impressions, sounds, images—

are by scanning the victim as soon after death as possible.” 



Total grasp. The woman never ceased to amaze Morgan. “Right. 

When the imprint is strongest.” 
“Mmm. It’s a bit of a trade-off, then,” she said more to herself than 

Morgan, reasoning through it. “When you’re tired, you pick up the least 
sensory input, but now is when the victim’s body is sending the strongest 

signals you can pick up.” 

“Yes, that’s right.” 
“So it’s a crapshoot, then, on which way it goes.” 

“Exactly.” Morgan cleared her throat. “We won’t know which 

proves strongest, the S.A.T. team’s abilities or the victim’s imprint, until 
we actually examine the body.” 

“I understand, Morgan,” she said. “For the record, that’s not lip 

service. This is similar to gut instinct. You never know if and when it’s 
going to work—only that when it has, it has.” 

Relieved, Morgan agreed. “Yes.” 

“And if it doesn’t work now, then nothing prohibits you from trying 
later, right?” 

“That could be the case, but often subsequent impressions are 

weaker than the initial one. I don’t know why.” 
“Hmm, could be like first impressions for the rest of us. If it’s good, 

it takes a lot to change it—and if it’s a bad one, it’s nearly impossible to 

alter.” 
“A lot like that, yes.” Morgan smiled. It was positively refreshing to 

not be asked to help and then have doubts about you or your assertions 



tossed in your face at every turn. If her parents had been able to harness 

half of Sally Drake’s insight, Morgan would have lived an entirely 
different life. But to do that, they had to at least start with open minds, a 

trait unfortunately neither of them possessed. 
Of course, if they had been open-minded, Morgan likely wouldn’t 

be a psychologist today. She had entered the field to better understand 

herself and her gift because she’d grown up without a single person in 
her sphere of influence willing to even try to understand. While she was 

on her path to self-discovery, she had earned a couple of degrees and had 

decided to use them. Maybe, she’d thought, she could give someone else 
with a gift the support she had lacked. Especially as a child, her gift had 

been frightening and confusing. Then 9/11 had happened and she’d been 

called on to help many more people by defending them and her country, 
and that was that. The die had been cast, and her course had been set. 

“If the man is Captain Stern,” Sally Drake said, “he’s going to be 

resistant to giving us any information unless he is made aware of the full 
circumstances and personally authenticates them.” 

“Highly likely.” Especially considering that Morgan had given him 

a double shot of tranquilizers. Only an idiot or an idealist would expect 
him to endure that and then be in an accommodating mood. More than 

likely he’d go straight to Secretary Reynolds and work his way down the 

chain of command to Drake. 
“Effective on Joan’s verification, I’m pulling him into the need-to-

know loop on G.R.I.D.,” the commander said. “Excluding Darcy and, of 



course, me, the captain carries a current security clearance that’s higher 

than anyone else’s in the S.A.S.S. or on the S.A.T, so full disclosure to 
him on whatever we’ve got on this isn’t an issue.” 

That shocked Morgan. Darcy Clark was the intelligence officer for 
all of the S.A.S.S. units and the S.A.T. She had direct ties all the way up 

the chain to the president, just like Commander Drake. But why was 

Jackson Stern’s clearance that high? “I wouldn’t have suspected his 
clearance to be at that level,” Morgan said, speaking frankly. “If memory 

serves me, he’s not even active duty—he’s a reservist now.” Highly 

unusual. Ordinarily, his security clearance would be reduced to match 
the needs of his current position. 

“You know as well as I do that things in our world are seldom as 

they appear.” Commander Drake permitted herself a little sigh. “The fact 
is, two years ago Secretary of Defense Reynolds issued a personal 

directive on Stern. I don’t know why.” She paused and chose her words 

with care. “I can’t say I’m comfortable not knowing why, but I’ve just 
spent forty minutes on the phone with the secretary and another twenty 

minutes on this with General Shaw,” she said, naming her immediate 

boss at the Pentagon. “They’re not filling in any blanks for me, but they 
are in agreement on Stern. If he’s the real McCoy, he’s authorized for 

full disclosure.” 

“Maybe it’s because of his brother and his current situation,” 
Morgan suggested, thinking aloud. The honchos could be taking all 



possible steps to avoid any five o’clock news mudslinging at the 

military. 
“Could be. But, frankly, they didn’t say and I didn’t ask. They 

issued the orders, and I’m following them. They want full disclosure to 
Stern and his direct involvement in resolving this situation.” 

“Direct involvement? Don’t you find that odd, considering the 

relationship issue? Seems they’d be concerned about accusations of 
conflict of interest and order the exact opposite.” 

“I find many things odd. From our perspective, one would think 

they would,” she agreed with a grunt, as if stretching for something. 
“But their perspective is different. There could be a thousand reasons 

they’ve taken this position--we are dealing with Thomas Kunz—but 

whatever their reasons, it’s their call. Their rationale isn’t germane to my 
orders.” 

“Which makes it not germane to my orders,” Morgan said, 

extending the directive down to her level. “All right, Commander.” This 
should be an experience to remember. Considering the circumstances, 

the man would make her life a living nightmare. “I’ll do my part, but I 

wouldn’t expect him to be enthused about working with me.” 
“Gads, Morgan, of course he won’t. You did shoot him. Twice.” 

She wrapped her arm around her body, flattened it against her 

abdomen. “Exactly.” 
The commander grunted, clearly amused. “My gut says he’ll get 

over that quickly enough. The man is a professional.” 



“No doubt.” The question was, a professional what? It sure wasn’t 

anything reported in his dossier. Not with his security clearance and a 
directive directly from the Secretary of Defense. Way too much clout for 

a junior captain. Way too much. 
“Darcy did say to warn you ...” 

Another warning? Morgan was almost afraid to ask. “About what?” 

“Captain Stern,” Drake said. “Expect more than the usual upset in 
your initial briefing. Apparently, he has always been extra protective of 

his brother.” 

Terrific. Morgan shoots him twice, kidnaps him, subjects him to 
medical testing he doesn’t understand, and when he’s done with all that, 

then she gets stuck giving him the initial briefing and breaking more bad 

news to him. The worst kind of bad news. And then she gets to work 
with him. 

The man would make her life a nightmare and hate her guts forever. 

And she couldn’t blame him. Shoes reversed, so would she. 
Naturally, she’d had to muddy things up even more. He would be the 

one to snag her attention and bring on those absurd hypnotic sensations. 

Perfect. “Okay, Commander,” Morgan said. There was nothing she could 
do about any of this, so the quicker she accepted it and pressed on, the 

less energy she’d waste. “Thanks.” 

Jazie and Taylor Lee had stopped playing cards and sat staring at 
her. Feeling anything but okay, she signaled them a thumbs-up, and they 

returned to their game. 



“I’ll be down there in about ninety minutes,” the commander said. 

“I’ll meet all of you downstairs.” 
In the morgue. It was the only thing downstairs. “Yes, ma’am.” 

The line went dead. Morgan dropped her phone into her pocket. 
“Commander’s on her way in.” She lived north of the Regret outpost, so 

her ninety-minute estimate meant she wasn’t ready to walk out the door. 

Jazie shuffled the cards. “Do we all have to be here?” 
Morgan nodded. “I’m afraid so.” 

Taylor Lee groaned and slumped over the table, her long black hair 

spilling over her shoulder. “Noooo,” she whined. “I want a bed.” 
“Complaining won’t help, Taylor Lee.” Jazie plunked down the ten 

of spades. Grumbling something unintelligible, she then added, “So 

we’re parked here until further notice.” 
Morgan returned to her seat. “For a while longer, anyway.” 

That while longer spent cooling their heels in the waiting room 

turned out to be until 4:30 A.M., when a very weary Joan Foster 
waddled into the waiting room. Rumpled and totally wrung out, she 

touched Morgan’s shoulder, awakening her from a light doze. 

Morgan stiffened on the hard chair, blinked, and then screwed up 
her courage to ask Joan the question she most wanted answered. “Well? 

Is he who I think he is?” 

Joan nodded. “He is Jackson Stern,” she said, stifling a yawn. “And 
he has no idea of anything currently going on with G.R.I.D., though he 

does of course know G.R.I.D. exists.” 



How did he get into the need-to-know loop on G.R.I.D.? And why 

didn’t Commander Drake know it? She knew everything about the U.S.'s 
interactions with Thomas Kunz and G.R.I.D ... or so they both had 

believed until now. “Where is he?” 
“Getting dressed.” Joan sat down on a chair beside Morgan and 

rubbed her cracking knees. “Don’t worry. Dr. Vargus and two orderlies 

are with him. Jackson Stern isn’t going anywhere, but I have to tell you, 
the man is not in a kindly mood.” 

“Can’t blame him there.” 

“No, we can’t,” Joan agreed. “But under the circumstances, we 
didn’t have a lot of choice. Still, I wouldn’t bet on that bringing him 

around.” 

They really hadn’t had any choice. They had to know the true 
identity of whom they were dealing with on this. Morgan stilled. “Why 

does he know about G.R.I.D.?” 

Joan tried but failed to suppress a shiver. “I have no idea.” She 
gazed at Taylor Lee, sleeping on a chair close to the T.V. and then 

dropped her voice so only Morgan could hear. “Even under drug therapy, 

he refused to disclose that. He automatically reverted to a verbal loop of 
his name, rank, and social, and nothing I tried broke it.” A twinkle of 

fascination lighted her eyes. “I’ve never seen anything like it.” 

Morgan gave that a moment’s thought. “Deep-seated 
programming?” 



“That’d be my guess, but I can’t be sure.” She frowned. “I have 

access, I thought, to everything used in psych-ops. But this is new to 
me.” 

Alarmed by that, Morgan asked, “Are you sure it’s ours?” 
“Ninety-nine percent.” She swept her short hair back from her face. 

“I know Kunz had nothing like it when I was there, and he hasn’t had 

time to develop something this significant in the time I’ve been gone.” 
“It’s been two years, Joan,” Morgan reminded her. 

“True,” she said, “but I would have run into some precursor of it on 

other operatives the S.A.S.S. has brought in, and I haven’t. No program 
retains final form from the onset. There are always glitches or security 

leaks that require adjustments.” 

“Of course.” 
“One thing I know for a fact is that this is not a precursor. If it were, 

I’d have found a way to break the loop. I tried, and didn’t.” 

So it had to be their programming and not G.R.I.D.’s, which was 
good news, and apparently the technology’s floor was at security levels 

above top secret. “Did you talk to Colonel Drake about it?” 

“I phoned her just before I came in here,” Joan said, half-collapsing 
into the chair beside Morgan. “She wasn’t surprised.” Joan rubbed at her 

ankle. It was swollen to double its normal size. “I took that as good 

news.” 



“So do I.” Colonel Drake knew what this loop programming was 

about then. It wasn’t unknown to her. “You need to get checked for that 
swelling. Has all the signs of pitting edema.” 

“It does.” She sighed, propped her hands over her extended 
stomach. “Being on my feet for sixteen hours straight is not a pleasing 

thing in my condition.” 

“That’s rough in any condition,” Morgan said. “Better watch it or 
you’ll end up on bed rest these last few weeks.” 

“Oh, a woman can dream ...” She smiled. “Where’s Jazie? I 

assumed she’d be here with you.” 
“She is,” Morgan said. “Her low-fuel light was on, so she ran down 

to the cafeteria to scrounge up some food.” 

Joan smiled. “That one is always hungry.” 
She was. 

Morgan let her gaze slide over to Taylor Lee. A few seats down, she 

slumped sideways, feigning sleep, but she flinched. Morgan pretended 
not to notice that movement, though she herself felt plenty surprised that 

Jackson Stern knew about G.R.I.D. Odd, when fewer than two hundred 

people in the entire U.S. government were aware of it. 
“And that one never eats.” Morgan looked back at Joan. “I can’t 

wrap my mind around why a reservist Hurricane Hunter is in the need-

to-know loop on G.R.I.D. Or why his security clearance is out in the 
stratosphere.” Morgan lifted a shoulder. “It makes no sense.” 



Joan leaned toward Morgan and again dropped her voice. “You 

know he was active duty before going to Keesler as a reservist.” 
Keesler Air Force Base was in Biloxi, Mississippi. Home of the 

Hurricane Hunters. Morgan nodded. “I read that in the mission briefing 
profile.” 

“Then you know when he was active-duty he was assigned to 

Tactical?” 
Again, Morgan nodded. That much she’d been told in the pre-

mission briefing. Not what he’d done in Tactical, but that he’d been 

assigned to it. 
Joan sent Morgan a steady look. “He worked for Nathan for a 

while.” 

“Nathan Forrester?” Morgan knew Nathan. He had been dating 
Kate--Captain Katherine Kane--for a good while now. Theirs was one of 

the few long-distance relationships Morgan had encountered that 

actually seemed to work. 
Joan nodded, sharing a knowing look. 

He and his unit had had direct contact with G.R.I.D. operatives in a 

couple of their foreign compounds, mainly in the Middle East. Morgan 
had worked profiles for them. “So does Kate know Jackson, then?” She 

was a senior S.A.S.S. operative on Amanda’s team who specialized in 

explosives and biological and chemical warfare weapons systems. Kate 
was very competent, very thorough, and very short-tempered. But if she 

knew Jackson Stern, then why hadn’t the commander assigned her to the 



post-interdiction mission? Stern wouldn’t be nearly as snarly with Kate--

and if he was ... well, Kate could out-snarl anyone Morgan knew. 
It seemed as if every new bit of information brought more questions 

than answers, and that made the already tense Morgan very uneasy. 
“I doubt she knows him. Stern left Tactical about two months before 

Kate went over to Nathan’s unit to assist him on the G.R.I.D. mission. 

That’s when they met.” 
“Too bad.” It was, but at least it made sense. “Stern has to be doing 

more than hunting hurricanes, Joan.” 

Again she nodded. “Common sense says so, but what exactly he is 
doing, I have no idea.” That clearly irritated her. 

It shouldn’t. In their jobs, often what you didn’t know outweighed 

what you did. Yet when your life was in another’s hands, it was nice to 
be able to gauge how competent and capable those hands were. But with 

Secretary Reynolds and General Shaw being closed-mouthed about 

Stern, she likely never would know and that just had to be accepted. 
Ironic. Their jobs required them to question everything and in many 

areas to simultaneously trust implicitly on nothing more than faith. 

“Whatever he does can’t be significant to our situation, or the honchos 
would have briefed us.” 

“One can but hope. Still, I wouldn’t bet the bank on it.” Shifting her 

weight, Joan gained her feet with a little groan and rubbed her lower 
back. “I’d better get in there. He should be through dressing by now.” 

“Is he stable?” 



“Very. Bitter, and as secretive as one would expect considering his 

past positions, but there’s more, too,” Joan said. “Whatever it is, it falls 
outside the perimeters of our professional discussion, so all I can tell you 

is it’s personal in nature and he’s beyond reluctant to discuss anything 
that even remotely touches his private life.” 

His private life. The very part Morgan would have to address in her 

briefing with him. Morgan frowned. If he’d been reluctant before, after 
hearing what she had to say, he would be militant. Her stomach flipped. 

“Great.” 

“Sorry.” Joan shrugged. 
“Me, too.” Morgan had always been lousy at conveying bad news. A 

medical school colleague once told her she had to ignore how news 

would impact others; had to keep their reactions from becoming 
personal. So far Morgan had failed to do that, though she had tried. The 

problem was in not knowing whether to hope one day she could distance 

herself emotionally or to fear one day she would. A compassionate 
wreck or a cold and distant observer. Which should she choose? Frankly, 

neither sounded healthy. 

“Your duties on this really suck.” Joan clasped Morgan’s upper arm. 
“I know you hate being the one to tell him. If it helps, I hate giving out 

bad news, too.” 

Morgan met Joan’s gaze, saw the dark circles beneath her eyes, and 
recognized the shared dread burned in them. “It never gets easier.” 



“No, it doesn’t.” Joan resented that, too. “I’m not sure which is 

worse. Telling someone they’re dying, or telling someone that somebody 
they loved has died. Both leave me a total wreck for a week.” 

“I’m down to three days,” Morgan confessed. “If I work really hard 
to tell someone who is going to live. If not, it drags on.” She took in a 

deep breath, then let it out slowly. “This one is going to be bad.” 

“It’s a double whammy,” Joan agreed. “You have to tell him the 
worst kind of news and you shot him.” 

“Twice.” 

Joan flinched. “Ouch.” 
“Yeah.” 

“Too bad,” Joan said. “But you’ll get through it.” 

“One minute at a time.” Morgan repeated an old med school saying. 
The students were run ragged, and when it got unbearable, they’d stop 

thinking in shifts and start thinking in hours. Getting through the next 

hour. And when that seemed too hard, they’d drop back to one minute. 
Just get through one minute. And then the next. And then the next. 

Everyone in her class had used the method more often than any of them 

would like to remember, much less admit. 
“Or if that’s too long, one second,” Joan said. 

“Yeah.” Morgan swallowed hard, and shifted the topic. “You look 

exhausted.” 
“I’m pretty wrung out,” Joan confessed. “These sessions can get 

rough, and right now I just don’t have the stamina I need to do them.” 



Jazie walked in, carrying chips and sodas, in time to hear that 

remark. “No salty chips for you,” she told Joan. “If your ankles swell 
much more, we’re going to have to call them thighs.” 

“Nasty thing to say to a woman in this delicate state.” Joan smiled 
and looked down, pivoted her foot side to side. “True, however. They are 

enormous.” 

Morgan couldn’t disagree. “When is the baby due?” 
“Three weeks.” Joan let out a little groan and parked her forearm on 

her stomach. “I am so ready.” 

“I’ll bet.” Pregnancy was rough in winter, but going through that 
last trimester in the summer with the heat and humidity running at 

record highs had to be sheer misery. “Get off your feet for a while.” 

“I’m on my way home now. Dr. Vargus will type up our report. If 
I’m lucky, I’ll get to see Jeremy before he goes to day camp.” 

Jeremy was Joan’s seven-year-old son. Very bright and very serious, 

thanks to a couple of years of living as a hostage in a G.R.I.D. 
compound. “Tell him hello for me.” 

“I will.” Joan walked back toward the double doors. Her hand 

resting on the metal plate, she stopped and looked back at Morgan, 
winked, then spoke to Taylor Lee. “You can wake up now, Taylor Lee.” 

“Who’s sleeping?” Taylor said, taking a brazen tact on her 

eavesdropping. “I’ve been awake the entire time.” 



“Yes, I know,” Joan said, a weary smile tugging at her lips. She 

glanced at Morgan. “He’ll be out in a few minutes. Feel free to use my 
office, if you want privacy to talk.” 

“Thanks.” Jackson Stern would need that privacy. What she had to 
say was going to put him in a world of hurt. 

* * * 

Jackson Stern walked through the double doors and into the waiting 
room looking more angry than the weather on the Tropical Storm Lil 

footage. His gray shorts and once-white shirt had dried stiff from the salt 

spray. His black hair was wind-tussled, clinging to his broad forehead 
and ears, and sheer fury flashed in the depths of his flinty gray eyes. 

“Well.” He paused, clenched his jaw, and glared at each of them. “Which 

one of you assassins is going to explain what is going on here?” His 
gaze landed on Morgan, and recognition lit. “You.” He jutted his jaw and 

hiked his chin. “Start talking.” 

He knew she had shot him, all right, and his tone rivaled the wind 
howling outside the bank of windows on the waiting room’s far wall. 

Wouldn’t that just do wonders for their discussion? Crowning glory. 

Morgan glanced at Taylor Lee and Jazie. “Please go meet the 
commander downstairs,” she said in her best formal tone, hoping he’d 

remember sooner rather than later that he was a professional. “Captain 

Stern and I will be with you shortly.” 
Jazie looked worried about leaving Morgan with him. Taylor Lee 

had that curl in her lips proving she was disappointed that she had to 



leave and miss the fireworks. But both women walked out silently, Jazie 

giving Stern a friendly nod that he returned with a frosty glare. 
Morgan watched them head down the hallway and waited until they 

turned the corner and their footfalls faded to be sure they were out of 
earshot. “We need to go where we can speak privately, Captain Stern. If 

you’ll follow me, please ...” 

He didn’t budge. “I realize you’re a little blurry on details. 
Otherwise, you’d know who is on your side and you wouldn’t have 

dropped me with a tranq, much less popped me with two of them,” he 

said in a voice dripping sarcasm. He paused, gave the waiting room an 
exaggerated scan that set her teeth on edge, and then frowned at her. 

“Has it escaped your notice that there’s no one else here? Never mind. 

Just tell me, who are you?” 
“Dr. Cabot,” she said, tolerating his snide comments and using her 

title to put professional distance between them. “You’re right, of course. 

At least, in part. We are alone here.” 
“Still blurry, I see.” He folded his arms over his chest. 

“Which part?” 

Again, she took his tone in stride, but if the jerk swaggered and 
threw her another barb, she was going to let him have it. Even she was 

only willing to go so far in this situation. If he didn’t have to look hell in 

the eyes, and if she weren’t the one about to put it in his path, she would 
have already given him a first-rate verbal smackdown. “Alone, but this 

waiting room isn’t private.” When she told him what she had to say, he 



would want that privacy, even if he didn’t yet realize it and, when he did 

realize it, he still wouldn’t be grateful to her for it. He’d be too 
preoccupied with other emotions. Darker, meaner, more merciless and 

relentless emotions. 
Dread seized her stomach and compassion slid through her chest, 

tightening it. 

No, don’t feel, Morgan. Don’t dare feel… 
“I see.” 

He couldn’t register anything, except maybe the red haze of anger in 

his eyes. But she couldn’t expect him to feel gratitude toward her now 
or, for that matter, ever. She had shot him. Twice. And now she was 

going to deliver a blow that would change his life forever. That, summed 

up, gave them an unpleasant history. Few in their line of work ever got 
past unpleasant histories. 

He’ll remember you forever. 

He’d hate her forever. Inwardly, she sighed. Don’t care, Morgan. 
Wise up!  Don’t care.  He’s just an associate. Get through the mission. 

Finish the case, and close the book. 

Calmer, more in control, she hiked her chin. “As I said, if you’ll 
follow me ...” 

“Fine.” He moved toward the door. “Somewhere private and close, 

Dr. Cabot. I’m typically not a patient man,” he said rubbing his neck, 
where the trickle of blood from her tranq dart still stained his skin. “At 

the moment, I find I’m even less patient than usual.” 



“I understand,” she said, answering honestly, then walked out ahead 

of him. Joan’s office was close and empty, if small. Someplace where 
she could put more distance between them, like her own office, would 

be better. He could react to the news violently, and a little spare room to 
dodge him could come in handy. But Morgan’s office was back on the 

coast; she didn’t maintain an office on base at Providence. The entire 

S.A.T. team used her private practice’s office in Magnolia Beach. Jazie 
and Taylor ran Morgan’s office and acted as her assistants, and when not 

otherwise occupied on missions, Morgan counseled military members 

who carried top secret or higher security clearances. On occasion, she 
also counseled members of their families, which was how she had first 

met the victim who tied her to this case. “This way, Captain.” She tensed 

her shoulders against the daggers he glared into her back. 
He fell into step behind Morgan and they moved on down to the 

first corridor, turned left, continued to the second door on the right, and 

then entered Joan’s office. 
Morgan clicked on the light. It was small but, by military standards, 

it ranked relatively large. There was no window. A worn green leather 

sofa, chairs, a gray metal desk, filing cabinet—locked, of course—
summed up the majority of furnishings. Generic. The office could have 

belonged to anyone, except for the tons of personal items littering the 

walls and desktop. All files had been secured—a requirement one didn’t 
dare to violate under any circumstances; not in this litigious society—



and her blotter was bare except for spiral doodles. “Can I get you a cup 

of coffee?” Morgan asked. 
He frowned at her and didn’t bother to try to hide it. “I think I 

already have enough foreign substances, not to mention adrenaline, in 
my body--don’t you?” 

Guilt flushed heat in her chest that swept up her neck. She shouldn’t 

feel it. In her position, he would have done the same thing: his job. But 
she did feel it. It angered her, and it irritated her. She let the anger flow 

through her and released it. The irritation, she squelched. Even if he 

didn’t know the pain coming his way, she did, and that bought him a 
moment of grace. “I expect you do,” she said, conceding the point. 

Lifting a hand, she motioned to the small leather sofa and then to 

the two well-worn chairs on the visitor’s side of Joan’s desk. “Please, 
have a seat.” Morgan walked around and sat down behind the desk, then 

clicked on the green banker’s light. A soft glow spilled over the blotter 

and warmed the room. 
Wary and tense, Stern opted for a visitor’s chair and lowered 

himself into it. 

Rather than using Joan’s chair, Morgan sat in the visitor’s chair 
beside him. “I suppose you have a lot of questions.” 

His jaw tightened and a muscle in his cheek twitched. “Wouldn’t 

you?” 
“Yes, I would,” she admitted. “Fortunately, I’ve been given the 

necessary authorization to answer whatever you ask.” She swept wisps 



of her shoulder-length blond hair back from her face. Tons had escaped 

the topknot she’d twisted into place over twenty-four hours ago. “But for 
the sake of clarity, perhaps it would be best if I just explained.” 

He curled his fingers around the padded chair arms as if only his 
will was keeping them from going for her throat. “By all means,” he 

said, sounding far more controlled than his body language or her 

intuition signaled. “Brief and succinct,” he warned her. “Please.” 
Morgan nodded. “Have you heard of the S.A.S.S., Captain Stern?” 

He didn’t answer. His eyes and expression were poker-face blank 

with no outward signs of recognition, but she intuited his knowledge and 
his uncertainty beamed through, loud and clear. He wasn’t certain of her 

security clearance. 

They could hesitate and trip over ambiguity for hours, or she could 
make an adjustment. “Let me back up a little,” she said, taking a 

different tack. “I’m a psychologist,” she said. “With your security 

clearance, you know it can be challenging at times to not be able to 
speak freely about your experiences. Well, it’s my job to listen to those 

things and to more--classified things.” She got more explicit. “And to 

help those having difficulty working through the challenges that come 
with jobs in our ... realm ... constructively.” 

She paused, but he still showed no reaction. It cost him to bury the 

questions he burned to ask, so she spared him and went on. “I also assist 
family members of people in, shall we say, delicate positions. Often they 



have issues with their spouses’ or sponsors’ jobs that they need to work 

through, too.” 
Again, no reaction—and apparently no clue yet where this was 

leading or how it tied into his abduction in the gulf. 
“I have other duties, as well,” Morgan said. “Ones for the S.A.S.S.” 

Finally, he responded with a noncommittal, “I see.” 

“No, you really don’t.” Unable to delay the inevitable any longer, 
she worried her lip with her teeth. After this next disclosure, he’d 

probably look at her as if she were out of her mind. Most people she told 

were skeptical, and even more assumed she was delusional. It normally 
irked her, but she’d become fairly adept at forcing their less-than-

generous opinions to roll off her back. However, he’d snagged her 

attention. Touching him had given her hypnotic tingles. It’d been a long 
time since she’d felt a spark of interest in a man--a bad experience can 

do that to you. Now, having remembered the pleasantness of it, even if it 

had come at the worst possible time, she wasn’t eager to replace those 
memories with new ones of him calling her crazy. “I’m sorry I had to 

shoot you, Captain.” He grunted. 

“I had to verify that you were who we believed you were before you 
could be brought ashore and to the hospital here to verify your identity.” 

Lowering his lids, he hooded his eyes. “Who were you afraid I 

might be?” 
“Someone from G.R.I.D.” If he knew about the S.A.S.S., he knew 

about G.R.I.D. Regardless, Kunz’s organization definitely had come up 



during his debriefing with Joan. And, from what Morgan was picking up 

from him now, he’d made some deductions of his own about the 
intervention and abduction. “Yes, we feared you could be connected to 

G.R.I.D.” 
“As a spy?” 

Wily as a fox. “No, Captain.” She tilted her chin and looked him 

right in the eye. “As a body double.” 
Uncertainty swam across his face. Surprise followed it. “Why?” 

“Because Intel couldn’t be certain either way. They intercepted 

communiques between Thomas Kunz and two of his G.R.I.D. associates, 
Merk and Stick. Both of those men are new to the S.A.S.S. list of known 

Kunz associates, but Intel had previously pegged them both.” 

“So these communiques claimed I was a body double?” 
“No.” She laced her hands in her lap. “They warned that you or 

your G.R.I.D. double would be returning your brother’s boat to 

Magnolia Beach and that three G.R.I.D. assassins would be waiting for 
you at the harbor.” 

“Three?” He looked less angry, but far more troubled. 

Understanding why, she nodded. Who wouldn’t be troubled at 
learning they’d showed up on Thomas Kunz’s radar? 

“Merk and Stick are the would-be assassins?” he asked. 

Quick grip on the situation. Impressive. “Yes,” she verified. “The 
third man is new to the S.A.S.S. and to Intel, though he’s apparently an 

established G.R.I.D. operative. Mason is his name.” 



“Never heard of him,” Stern said. His forehead wrinkled, and he 

frowned. “So am I me, or a body double?” 
The question was reasonable. Joan had deprogrammed many 

operatives who were doubles and had no idea. “You are not a body 
double.” 

Relief washed through him. But before he absorbed it, he tensed 

again. “Why is Kunz after me now? These days, I just fly into 
hurricanes. I’m no threat to him or his cutthroat organization.” Stern 

rubbed his nape, confused. “If I were still in Tactical, I could better 

understand this.” 
The dreaded time was at hand. Morgan paused, gathered her 

strength, steeled herself to block out her emotions, and then looked him 

in the eye. “Captain Stern . . . Jackson, we believe the reason Kunz 
wants you dead is related to your brother,” she said softly, addressing 

him informally by his given name. News like this was horrific and hard 

to swallow at the best of times, but it was nearly unbearable when 
delivered by a stranger. The illusion of an attachment between herself 

and Stern was better than nothing, and it was the best she could offer. 

Puzzled, he stilled. “This is about Bruce?” 
Bruce Stern was also a military captain; a biological warfare expert 

who, less than three months ago, had returned home from an extended 

assignment in the Middle East. “Yes, it’s about Bruce,” she said, then 
added, “and, regrettably, it’s about his wife, Laura, too.” 



“What?” Jackson’s puzzlement gave way to shock. “How does 

Laura fit into this?” 
Feeling his concern, both for his brother and his sister-in-law, 

Morgan battled herself and lost. Forget proper reactions. He was terrified 
down to the marrow of his bones, and what she had to tell him would 

only make him feel worse. She reached over, clasped his hands in hers, 

and held on tight. “Jackson, I wish there were an easy way to say this, 
but there isn’t.” His pain seeped through her, and she bore its heavy 

weight. 

His eyes dulled. “It’s bad.” 
“The worst,” she said, helping him brace. “I’m afraid Laura has 

been murdered.” 

His face bleached white. “Laura? Murdered?” He gasped, blew out 
a forceful breath. “No. No, that’s impossible. No one could ever want to 

hurt Laura. She’s ... she’s ... No, that’s not possible. I ... I just talked to 

her on Sunday.” 
“She’s dead, Jackson,” Morgan said firmly. “The ME says she died 

between midnight and 2:00 A.M. Monday morning.” 

“Hours.” He stared up at the ceiling, seeing far beyond it. “Just 
hours after we talked.” 

The truth hadn’t yet fully settled in. He was still in shock. “When on 

Sunday did you talk to her?” 
“It was after dark, probably around nine o’clock.” He nodded. “Oh, 

God.” He stared at the pool of light spilling onto the desk, and the truth 



rolled over him in unrelenting waves. For a long moment, he just sat 

there. Didn’t move. Didn’t utter a sound. Didn’t blink. 
Morgan waited. Giving him time to come to terms. Aching for him. 

Nothing was as bad as this. Losing someone you loved was harder than 
learning you were dying. She’d seen and sensed that far too many times 

to doubt it. 

Finally, he cleared his throat. His voice had deepened. Grown reed 
thin from the unshed tears clogging his throat, burning the back of his 

nose and his shiny eyes. “What happened to her?” 

He loved Laura, as a brother loves his sister. The pain of losing her 
was crippling him. Tightening his chest, making his heart race, his pulse 

throb. Morgan felt the brunt of it right along with him. She didn’t want 

to tell him the rest. Didn’t want to be explicit and make Laura’s death 
even more devastating. Would he let her avoid it? Could she avoid it? 

Morgan, don’t you dare be a coward. Don’t you dare. He deserves 

better. He deserves the truth. 
But he’s in so much pain! 

Coward, her conscience insisted. Tell him the truth!  

Remorse swam through her stomach, coupled with the grief, and she 
met his eyes. Tears blurred her own, and she blinked hard. “I’m so ... 

sorry.” 

“Bruce?” Jackson swallowed hard, clearly reeling. His Adam’s 
apple bobbed in his throat, and he sucked in a sharp breath. “Where is 

my brother? Is he all right?” 



She stared at him. 

“Good God, I can’t believe I even asked that.” Jackson jumped to 
his feet. “What a stupid question.” He shoved his hands through his hair, 

gripped his skull as if to keep it from exploding. “Laura is dead. How 
can he be all right?” Jackson blinked hard, fast, and furious. “How will 

he be all right ever again?” 

Morgan wanted to comfort Jackson, but there were no words that 
could comfort. Nothing she could do would make any of this easier to 

take, so she simply sat there, waiting for him to absorb the initial shock 

and to indicate he was ready to hear more. 
Soon, he stilled and looked down at Morgan. “You aren’t answering 

me.” A muscle in his jaw ticked. “Where’s my brother? He needs me. 

I ... I have to get to him, be there for him.” 
Morgan rose to her feet slowly and clasped his arm. “You can’t go 

to him right now, Jackson,” she said, compassion softening her voice. 

Her eyes stung, and her throat threatened to choke closed to avoid the 
words she had to say next. “I’m afraid Bruce can’t see or be with anyone 

right now.” 

Jackson’s face bleached white. “Is he ...” His voice failed; he 
couldn’t make himself ask the question. 

He didn’t have to; that much she could spare him. “Bruce is alive,” 

she hastily assured him, sensing he was too raw and wounded to bear 
much more. “But, well ...” 



“Stop it.” He gripped her upper arms and squeezed. “Stop this 

agony and just tell me.” 
“I’m so sorry, Jackson.” Morgan looked up at him, tears sliding 

down her cheeks. “Bruce has been arrested for Laura’s murder.” 



CHAPTER 3 

Under the pretense of getting Jackson some water, Morgan excused 

herself and lingered outside the office to give him a few minutes alone to 
absorb the double shock that had him reeling. 

She walked down to the employee’s lounge and then snagged two 

bottles of water from the fridge and a tissue from a box on the counter to 
dry her face. Strong emotions were devastating to her, and there couldn’t 

have been any stronger grief than over a loved one being accused of 

committing the murder of another loved one. That had to be positively 
the worst. She had loads of trauma experience, but nothing rivaled 

Stern’s agonized response. Which impacted him most? The double 

whammy of having two loved ones involved pitted against each other, or 
the conflict of deeply loving both of them? He’d been shaken to his 

roots, unable to absorb the waves of emotion gushing through him. How 

he’d remained upright during the emotional onslaught, Morgan had no 
idea. Just the secondary impact of his response had her staggering. 

“You okay, Morgan?” 

Recognizing Commander Drake’s voice, Morgan turned to face the 
petite redhead with short, spiky hair, and nodded. “I’ll be fine.” 

Compassion lighted her eyes. “Pretty rough going in there, huh?” 

Having experienced none rougher, Morgan avoided the 
commander’s eyes and let her gaze drift down her light blue blouse to 



her dark blue slacks. “Very rough,” she admitted and dragged in a 

shuddery breath. “He loved her.” 
Surprise flickered through Colonel Drake, and Morgan quickly 

clarified. “No, not like that. He loved her like a sister. A cherished 
sister.” Morgan’s throat went thick. What would it feel like to be loved 

that way, by someone not forced by blood to love you? Laura had been 

good for her husband, Bruce. Jackson, loving his brother, appreciated 
that and he, well, he loved her for it. Deeply.” 

“Oh, good. That’s good.” Relief washed over Sally Drake’s face, 

and then a flush of frank honesty. “Sorry, but the last thing we need to 
add to all this is convoluted complications.” 

“I agree.” Drained, Morgan slumped back against the countertop. 

“Fortunately, there aren’t any.  At least, not like that.” 
Drake hitched a hip on the corner of the table. “What about Bruce? 

Did Stern love him, too, or was there sibling rivalry or something?” 

Jackson’s emotions about Bruce had been so strong that Morgan had 
had to disengage or she would have been laid out, flat on the floor. “No, 

no rivalry. The man definitely loves his brother.” His emotions on Bruce 

were stronger, broader, vast ... She needed a minute to sort through them 
all, let them fall into their proper place. Gripping both bottles of water in 

one hand, she brushed at her forehead, still feeling the blast of heat from 

the adrenaline surge that had come with Jackson’s reaction to the news. 
“I think Captain Stern has pretty much felt responsible for Bruce his 

whole life. I’m not sure why, but I am sure his feelings toward his 



brother are more parental than brotherly—and extremely protective ...” 

She opened her mouth to go on, but a defensive urge to shield Jackson 
clamped down on her throat and she instinctively stopped talking. 

“What?” the commander prodded. 
Morgan shifted, her back against the counter, and looked down at 

her foot. The scrubs’ footie was scuffed, though she didn’t recall doing 

it. She must have staggered, literally. 
“Morgan?” The colonel insisted. “Tell me.” 

She looked over at Drake from beneath her lashes, not wanting to 

disclose her other certainty. It had slotted, and she had a full grasp on it; 
she just didn’t want to share the information. But the commander had 

that look in her eye. She wasn’t going to back away or grant quarter. 

Resignation slid through Morgan. “He feels guilty,” she confessed. 
“He’s absolutely consumed with it.” It had come on like a flash flood 

and swamped him, but nothing came with it to indicate its source. She 

lifted a shoulder. “I don’t know why.” 
“Guilty?” Commander Drake reached around Morgan and retrieved 

a bottle of water from the fridge, unscrewed the cap, and then drank 

down a long swallow. “You’re going to have to talk to him and find out 
what that’s all about. It could be connected.” 

“I know.” Morgan pursed her lips; felt the chill of the bottles in her 

hand penetrate deep beneath her skin and into her bones. “I’m just 
giving him a few minutes to collect himself.” Pain—his pain—slammed 

through her. Morgan paused, swallowing hard, feeling it stab at her 



spine, hollow her stomach. She pulled in shallow breaths, waiting for the 

intensity to break.  Finally, it eased up. “He’s had a lot to absorb in a 
short period of time, Commander. Me shooting him twice; the abduction

—he has to be experiencing betrayal issues on all that. Then Joan’s 
interrogation, which we both know is brutal all on its own. Add to all 

that news of Laura’s death and Bruce being arrested for her murder.” 

Morgan would be hiding in a closet somewhere, curled up in a fetal 
position. 

“I realize he’s been through the mill,” the commander said. 

“Actually, I’m surprised he’s not falling apart. I’m sure I would be.” 
Her voice took on a hollow tone that cued Morgan she needed a 

minute, so Morgan gave it to her. She didn’t mean to intrude, but 

Drake’s emotions were so strong Morgan couldn’t shut them out. Sally 
Drake was remembering the murder of her own husband, Kenneth, and 

her reaction to it. She’d felt guilty, too. Her guilt ran so deep it still kept 

her from getting involved with another man. Her spicy personality 
attracted many who would jump at the chance, but that guilt had her 

keeping them at arm’s length and, gauging by its force, it would 

continue to do so for a long time to come. 
A shame, that. Morgan wished for Sally Drake’s sake things could 

be different, but she totally understood why they couldn’t and wouldn’t. 

At least not for the foreseeable future. Kenneth had been killed by 
mistake. Sally had been the intended target, and the reason had been 

directly related to her job as S.A.S.S. commander. On the surface she’d 



coped reasonably well with survivor’s guilt, but it still gnawed at her 

and, unfortunately, she was nowhere near ready to accept it and put it to 
rest. In truth, her guilt probably never would go away and, unless it did, 

she’d never allow another man into her life. 
The prisons we build ... 

Turning her attention away from the commander and back to the 

subject didn’t bring much relief. “Jackson is falling apart,” Morgan said. 
“Inside.” 

“Of course, he is.” Commander Drake cleared her throat and her 

mind of thoughts of herself and Kenneth. “Maybe he’ll be one of the 
lucky ones.” 

Lucky? Confused, Morgan frowned. “What lucky ones?” 

Drake met Morgan’s eyes. “The ones that see the guilty party 
brought to justice.” 

“In this case, would that be lucky?” Jackson’s brother was the 

accused, for pity’s sake. 
“If the truth leads back to Thomas Kunz and away from Bruce, yes, 

it would. Incredibly lucky.” 

Following her now, Morgan nodded. “Have you seen Jazie and 
Taylor Lee?” 

Drake nodded. “Jazie is examining Laura’s body down in the 

morgue. Dr. Vargus is monitoring,” she quickly assured Morgan. No 
exams occurred without oversight personnel in the room. Morgan took 

every precaution to protect her team’s credibility. 



“Taylor Lee is waiting her turn in the conference room.” 

Shoving away from the counter, Morgan nodded. “I’ll be down as 
soon as I’m done with Jackson.” 

A little frown wrinkled the skin between Sally Drake’s eyebrows, 
and she checked her watch. It caught the overhead light and sparked a 

glimmer that made Morgan blink. “Bring him down to the morgue with 

you,” she said. 
Reluctance fell to revulsion and swept over Morgan. “I don’t know 

if that’s a good idea, Commander. He’s pretty fragile right now.” 

“Exactly.” Her eyes hardened. “You said that when emotions are 
most tense, you pick up the most information.” 

“That’s true, but he’s very vulnerable right now and I really don’t

—” 
“It’s not humane, you’re thinking,” Drake said. “I understand. I 

really do. But we don’t have the luxury of being gentle right now. We 

need answers and we need them quickly. I doubt believe Captain Stern 
wouldn’t want us to be. You said so yourself.” 

Baffled, Morgan crossed the mental minefield. “I said ... what?” 

“He loves his brother,” Drake replied. “Listen to me, Morgan. Laura 
is already dead, and Bruce could die. We’re 90 percent sure Laura was 

killed away from the base. That means the locals will have jurisdiction, 

and that means—” 
“They’ve said they’re going to seek the death penalty?” 



“Not yet. But it’s coming. I’d bet on it.” The commander nodded. 

“We need to get as much information and evidence as we can—fast—
before we lose jurisdiction and possession of the body.” 

“All right.” Morgan understood the urgency, but she didn’t have to 
like it. “I’ll ask him to come downstairs, but I won’t force him to see his 

sister-in-law if he chooses not to do it. I can’t, Commander. It would be 

a total ethics breach, and I’m not willing to sacrifice him when it isn’t 
absolutely necessary.” 

“That won’t be a problem.” Commander Drake sent her a certain 

look forged by her own experience. “You won’t be able to keep him 
away. He’ll want to know everything there is to know firsthand.” 

“You’re probably right,” Morgan conceded, then left the lounge and 

returned to Joan Foster’s office. 
In the hallway outside, she paused and drew in a breath, hoping 

courage and stamina came with it, lied to herself that if she weren’t 

exhausted this wouldn’t be impacting her as strongly, and then stiffened 
her shoulders and tapped on the wood. 

“Come in, Dr. Cabot.” 

“I’m sorry, Jackson,” she said against the plank. “Can you get the 
door for me?” She could open the door herself, but she wanted to give 

him a few seconds more to compose himself. She transferred a water 

bottle so she held one in each hand. 
With an echoing creak, the door opened and she met Jackson’s gaze. 

His eyes were red-rimmed, his face flushed. “You okay?” 



Of course, he wasn’t okay. Who would be okay? He did seem to 

have taken in the worst of the shock. She waited for his reaction. If he 
had withstood the worst of it, he’d lie. If not, he’d break down again. 

She watched for signs. 
He dropped his gaze. “Yeah, I’m okay.” 

He lied. Progress. She passed over a bottle of water. “I thought you 

might need a drink.” 
“Thanks.” He took it. The hand that brushed hers shook. “I could 

use something stronger than water.” 

Controlled. In enormous pain, but controlled and aware. “It 
wouldn’t help.” 

“No, it wouldn’t.” He sighed, rolling his shoulders. 

She walked over and sat down on the sofa. “I hoped maybe we 
could talk for a few more minutes.” 

“You’re a shrink, right?” 

She hated the moniker but nodded, cutting him slack. 
“Forget the psycho-babble. I don’t want or need it. But I do want to 

talk. Actually, to listen. I want you to talk.” He stiffened his shoulders, 

withdrew, and buried his emotions. “What happened to Laura?” 
The investigator in him had stepped up and kicked in. He would 

mourn plenty, and likely for a long time, but he’d do it later. Right now, 

he wanted answers. And, thankfully, Morgan could tell him all she knew 
and discuss the situation freely. That wasn’t typically an option for her, 

and it removed a lot of barriers and challenges. She was just weary and 



afraid enough of Thomas Kunz and G.R.I.D. and this entire mission to 

be grateful for that. “We honestly don’t know much ... yet. But I’ll tell 
you all I do know.” 

“Full disclosure?” He sounded more surprised than pleased. 
And she suspected that was exactly the case. Full disclosure was 

rare in her medical field and nearly nonexistent in their shared and 

shadowy counterterrorism realm. “Yes.” She looked him in the eye. 
“You have my word on it.” 

Weighing its worth, Stern flicked the bottle cap with this thumbnail 

and sat down beside Morgan on the leather sofa. The cushion swooshed 
under his weight. “You can start with why you shot me on the Sunrise 

rather than just summoning me to Providence.” Bitterness crept into his 

voice. “Last I checked, I was still responding to direct orders.” 
Betrayal. “I know it is hard to stomach, okay? And I am sorry, 

Jackson, but as I explained, we didn’t know whether or not you were a 

G.R.I.D. operative. If we’d summoned you, we would have conceded a 
crucial advantage.” From his blank look, he didn’t follow. “The kill 

zone,” she said. 

Acknowledgement dawned in his eyes, but the corners of his mouth 
dipped down and his jaw tightened. “Wait a second,” he said, plenty 

angry but even more perplexed. “On the Sunrise you still didn’t know 

who I was, and you didn’t find out until after I was brought to 
Providence and Dr. Foster had done her … whatever you call what she 

did. It sure wasn’t like any debriefing I’ve ever had.” 



“We call it deprogramming,” Morgan revealed. 

The implications sobered him silent. He blinked rapidly. “Yet you 
breached the kill zone, brought me here, before you knew.” 

“Yes.” Morgan met his gaze without apology. 
“I have a feeling I don’t want to know why.” 

“You probably don’t. Not now,” she admitted. 

“But I will eventually.” 
“No doubt or illusions about that.” She lifted her shoulders. “And 

when you do, I’ll answer as honestly and accurately as I can.” 

Satisfied, he changed the subject. “Which brings us back to why 
you brought me here.” His voice dropped a notch, turned wooden. “Do 

you think I killed my sister-in-law and set my brother up to take the 

blame for it? Or what?” 
“No, Jackson,” she assured him. “We know you didn’t kill Laura or 

frame Bruce for her murder.” Morgan didn’t add that they’d only 

become certain after Joan had deprogrammed him. Some things were 
better left unsaid. 

“Then what made it imperative to determine my identity before 

bringing me into the U.S. and, more specifically, to Providence?” 
“G.R.I.D. intelligence intercepts.” 

His eyes narrowed. “On what?” He recognized hedging when he 

heard it, and he was having none of it. “And I guess I do need to know 
now how you determined my identity on the Sunrise. Otherwise, there’s 

a logic gap in your actions I’m having a hard time working around.” 



Morgan wasn’t sure how to respond honestly and accurately and 

still come out with any credibility. Never in her life had a man readily 
accepted her intuition as a valid reason for an action, and there was no 

reason to suspect that Jackson Stern would be any different. 
Oddly, she would normally tell him, since she had authorization, but 

she didn’t want him to look at her as if she’d sprouted two heads. She 

wanted him to ... well, to continue to be ... aware of her, because whether 
it was good or bad or wise or idiotic, she was definitely aware of him. 

She had been on the Sunrise, and she was now. “I’m not refusing to 

answer you,” she said softly, “but I would rather not be specific about 
our methodology at this specific point in time. I’m sure you understand,” 

she said, alluding to reasons she knew he’d interpret to be related to 

operational security measures. 
A muscle under his left eye ticked. “Laura.” 

Morgan took a drink of water and then responded. “I knew Laura, 

Jackson.” 
“How?” 

Morgan braced for his investigation and offered to open it, hoping 

he’d see it as a gesture of good faith. “She came to my office for a 
counseling session about a week ago.” 

Guilt crashed through him, over to her, and he dropped his gaze to 

the floor. “I knew I should have come as soon as she called.” 
“What do you mean? The call on Sunday?” 



“No, last week.” His voice was filled with self-recrimination and 

regret. “She was worried about Bruce,” he said. “But she always worried 
about Bruce.” 

“So you didn’t put any weight on her call?” 
“No, I did,” he told her. “But apparently, not as much as I should 

have.” He forked a hand through his hair, cranked his neck, and glanced 

up at the ceiling. “It was a bad time. I tried, but I couldn’t cut loose 
before now. Work, you know?” 

Morgan nodded. “Then Laura told you she and Bruce were having 

domestic difficulties. Or were you not aware of that?” 
“I wouldn’t exactly tag what she said as domestic difficulty. She 

wasn’t about to leave him or anything.” 

“What did she tell you?” 
Jackson hesitated, then made his ethics call. “I guess confidentiality 

doesn’t much matter to her anymore, and it could help Bruce.” 

“It’s possible.” Not probable, but possible. 
Jackson leaned forward, propped his elbows on his knees, and 

looked back down at the floor. The weight of the world rested heavily on 

his shoulders. “She told me Bruce had become distant before he went to 
Iraq. She figured he was disturbed about the assignment, but he didn’t 

talk to her about it.” Jackson lifted his gaze to meet Morgan’s. “She 

thought he’d be fine once he got the work behind him and got home. But 
when he came back, things weren’t better between them; they were 

worse.” 



Getting mixed signals, Morgan shifted on her seat. “Remote 

assignments are hard on families. It often takes time for everyone to 
readjust.” 

“No, it wasn’t like that.” Jackson shook his head, adding weight to 
his words. “Laura said Bruce had become more distant ... and he’d done 

everything he could to force her to leave him.” 

That surprised Morgan; Laura had said nothing like that during their 
session. It surprised Jackson, too. His skepticism radiated off him in 

sharp, shooting waves. “Are you saying that Bruce wanted a divorce?” 

she asked. 
“That’s what Laura said.” Jackson straightened up and sat back 

against the sofa. “But I don’t believe it. I never did,” he insisted. 

“Seriously, Dr. Cabot … What is your name, anyway? This doctor 
business is getting old when I’m pouring out my guts to you.” 

“Morgan,” she said. 

“Morgan,” he repeated, testing the sound of it. Apparently it 
sounded okay because he turned right back to the subject at hand. 

“Bruce couldn’t really have wanted her to leave him, and there’s no way 

he would ever divorce her.” 
Jackson believed what he was saying. He felt totally confident of it; 

that was clear. The problem was he was as much an outsider as she, and 

he loved them both, which put him at an even greater disadvantage when 
trying to discern the truth before his eyes. Love colored everything. It 

sharpened the positive and softened anything negative. Love and 



objectivity were never spotted on the same page, or through the same 

eyes. Love obliterated objectivity. While not always convenient, that was 
a kindness in life. “Things go on in a marriage, Jackson—” 

“Yes, they do, and no one knows it better.” He spoke candidly and 
easily met her gaze. “I’m sure there were lots of things in their marriage 

only they knew. It’s that way for every couple.” He slid around to face 

her. “But you’ve got to understand, Morgan. Bruce just doesn’t work 
without Laura. He hasn’t since the day they first met.” 

Morgan’s observations agreed with him. “If it’s any consolation, 

Laura didn’t work without Bruce, either. When she came to see me, she 
made it crystal clear that she didn’t want to leave him, Jackson.” 

“What did she want?” His challenge to her to answer rode in his 

eyes. 
Morgan met it. “To better understand the demands of his job so she 

could do her part to regain their closeness.” Her throat raw and dry, 

Morgan flipped up the cap of her water bottle and took a sip. “Laura was 
convinced that was the key to getting their marriage back on track.” 

“She would know. The woman was so attuned to Bruce she knew 

what he was thinking before he knew it.” Jackson grunted. “Which 
makes something about this whole situation feel odd.” 

Something. That covered a lot of ground. “What?” 

“I don’t know,” he answered honestly. “But I’m surprised she called 
me so soon, you know? Bruce hasn’t been back from Iraq that long.” 

Jackson looked over at Morgan. “And even if he’d been back forever, 



I’m downright shocked that Laura went to you for help. I’d have bet 

against her ever going to anyone outside the family for anything, but 
especially about anything connected to Bruce’s career.” 

Again, total honesty. Brutal, but honest. Morgan lifted her 
shoulders. “Many come to me about their relationship challenges. It’s 

what I do.” 

“No, I don’t mean that and ... don’t take this wrong, but ... what you 
do is insignificant.” 

Not take it personally? Sounded awfully personal to her.  Her 

temper spiked. “Excuse me?” 
“You’re taking it wrong,” he warned her, clapping a hand to his bare 

knee. “What I mean is, Laura would hash things out on her own with 

Bruce until she was nearly dead from the effort. Her coming to either of 
us with a problem just doesn’t fit. She ... I don’t know. She’s strong. She 

handles things.” 

“She is strong and clear-minded. But it’s been three months since 
Bruce returned from Iraq,” Morgan added. “When you’re living day to 

day in a hostile situation, three months can seem like three lifetimes.” 

“Three months?” Jackson stared at her in disbelief. “Where did you 
get that? Is that what Laura said?” 

“Actually, I remembered it from the briefing.” 

“Well, either your memory’s wrong or your information is,” Jackson 
insisted. 



Her internal alarm blared. The tiny hairs on the back of her neck 

stood on end. “What are you talking about?” 
“Morgan,” Jackson said, worry in his eyes. “Bruce got back from 

Iraq three weeks ago.” 
Impossible. Surprise streaked through Morgan’s chest. “I’m sure I 

was told three months.” There wasn’t a doubt in her mind. “Certain of 

it.” 
“Regardless, it’s been three weeks,” Jackson insisted. “I’m 

positive.” 

“Positive?” With Thomas Kunz and G.R.I.D. in their lives—his 
forsaken body doubles made it nearly impossible to be positive of 

anything. 

“Totally positive.” Jackson met the challenge in her eyes without 
wavering. 

“How?” She shrugged. “You know Kunz—” 

“Positive,” he cut in. “I was with Bruce in Iraq two days before he 
returned home.” 

Morgan absorbed that information, let it soak in. So Jackson Stern 

wasn’t restricted to flying into hurricanes. He was still an operative. A 
high-level operative, working outside the normal chain of command. “I 

see,” she said, though she didn’t really see at all. Secretary of Defense 

Reynolds and General Shaw’s orders regarding Jackson Stern were 
making a lot more sense now. So was his elevated security clearance. 



Morgan had no idea what the man did, but her hunch that he wasn’t 

a reservist or a Hurricane Hunter with the 53rd Weather Reconnaissance 
Squadron at Keesler in Biloxi, Mississippi, had just been proven. She 

wasn’t certain what to make of that ... yet. But another thought occurred 
to her. “You’ve seen the measures we’ve taken to prove you were you. 

How can you be positive that Bruce wasn’t a body double?” 

“I’m his brother. Do you have a brother or sister?” 
She shook her head, not wanting to say aloud that she had no one. 

“I know my brother better than he knows himself, and if he were a 

double, I’d have known that, too.” 
“Kunz’s doubles have fooled the best. Remember Leavenworth?” 

Kunz wasn’t Kunz. 

“Professional associates, yes. But not family. He or his body 
doubles. Neither of them has successfully fooled family.” 

“So far as we know, yet that isn’t proof.” 

That muscle started to tick again. “The man in Iraq with me was 
Bruce. I’d stake my life on it, okay?” 

Jackson wasn’t being assertive: he believed his claim down to his 

core. Hardly hard evidence, but forceful enough in conviction to warn an 
intuitive woman not to dismiss the validity of what he was saying. She 

didn’t. “Three weeks.” 

“That’s right.” Jackson didn’t give an inch. 
“I don’t know what that means in the grand scheme of all this. Not 

now. But I’ll note and remember it.” Morgan stood up. “I need to go to 



the morgue to see Laura. You don’t have to accompany me, but if you

—” 
“Let’s go.” He was on his feet and at the door waiting for her before 

Morgan moved, just as Commander Drake had predicted. 
Hoping he remained predictable—he had a lot of anger to deal with

—Morgan walked out of Joan’s office, waited, and when Jackson 

stepped past her and into the hall, she locked and then closed the door. 
“On the way,” Jackson said, “you can tell me where and how Laura 

died, and why the authorities think Bruce killed her.” 

“We don’t know where she died yet.” Morgan took off walking. “On 
Bruce, the prevailing thought is he is suffering from PTSD—post-

traumatic stress disorder—from whatever he was doing in Iraq.” She 

lifted a warning finger. “Don’t bother to ask what he was doing. I’m 
afraid that information is classified and won’t be disclosed to you 

because I don’t have it and can’t get it.” 

“No way,” Jackson said flatly. “Post-traumatic stress. Uh-uh.” 
“Why not?” she asked, then waited for two nurses to pass them in 

the hallway. When they had, she added, “He’s human. He’s not 

immune.” 
“Of course, he isn’t immune.” Jackson surprised her. “But I didn’t 

see anything to support that finding in his behavior. Nothing at all, and I 

would have noticed, Morgan.” Jackson worried his lip and then looked 
at her. “Do you believe he had PTSD?” 



“I couldn’t diagnose him; I’ve never met him,” she said. “Frankly, I 

don’t know what I believe. Not yet,” she said honestly. “I need more 
time to investigate and a lot more information before I’ll be ready to 

draw any conclusions.” Stopping outside the elevator, she pressed the 
down button and looked at the reflection of Jackson standing beside her. 

He was a lot taller, dark to her fair, and yet something in the image of 

them standing together looked ... right. Felt ... right. 
Hypnotic. 

Heat swept up her face, flushed her cheeks. 

“You okay?” Jackson asked, searching her face. 
“Um, f—fine,” she stammered, embarrassed and grateful he had no 

clue what was on her mind. The dreamy sensation surprised her, coming 

at her without warning like that. Yet she couldn’t shield herself against 
it. She needed her senses wide open to him to get every possible nuance. 

The elevator door opened. She stepped inside, and Jackson 

followed. 
“There’s another take on this worth exploring.” His voice strained, 

his tone dropped deeper. 

“What?” 
Fear and regret filled his eyes. “What if the G.R.I.D. assassins 

weren’t after me? The Sunrise belongs to Bruce. What if G.R.I.D. was 

after him and they mistook me for him?” 



Morgan mulled that over. “It’s possible, and the thought has 

occurred to us. You two do strongly resemble.” Morgan pushed the 
button for the basement level. 

The elevator door swooshed shut. With a lurch, the descent began.  
Jackson leaned back against the paneled wall and closed his eyes. 

“Was Laura killed because of me?” Asking the question had cost him, 

and he was terrified of the answer. 
“I don’t think so. Nothing about that fits the facts we have.” 

He swallowed hard, blinked fast. “I don’t think I could live with 

that, Morgan. I really don’t.” 
He’d used her first name unconsciously rather than deliberately. 

Initially, he’d been fostering a connection. Likely, an attempt to 

encourage her to share her insights as well as the facts. Now trust had 
been established on its own. Not forgiveness but trust. Though it was 

born in fear and grief, it was genuine and constructive. 

Relieved, she nodded. “I know what you mean.” 
He could live with it, of course. Sally Drake lived with it every day. 

But it did cost her peace to do it. She hoped Jackson was spared that. 

“Either way, let’s not jump to any conclusions.” 
“No, false conclusions we do not need,” he said. “With Bruce’s 

arrest, enough of those have happened already. At least, I hope they 

have.” 
Jackson wasn’t convinced that Bruce was guilty—but he wasn’t 

sure he was innocent, either. Laura’s talking to Jackson about her and 



Bruce’s challenges so quickly and her coming to Morgan for counseling 

probably had spawned that doubt. “Let’s see what Laura can tell us.” 
“Laura?” Jackson’s eyes stretched wide. “But she’s dead.” 

Morgan flushed, her neck and face fire-hot. “The evidence we can 
gather from the body, I mean.” Again, she’d told him the truth but not 

the whole truth. 

In a few minutes, he’d know it all on his own. 
Her stomach fluttered. He would, and it was probably best that he 

did. Learning about her special skills, and those of her team, in 

Commander Drake’s presence and with her stamp of approval might 
help squelch a little of his skepticism. 

Not bloody likely. 

Maybe not, but maybe it would spare Morgan a confrontation with 
him over it. And maybe by the time they got around to that 

confrontation, he wouldn’t be as cynical about her abilities. 

Wouldn’t that be refreshing? 
It’d be a miracle. 

Jackson cast her a skeptical look but kept his thoughts to himself. 

Morgan wasn’t sure what to make of that, and for the first time 
since she had been around him, she couldn’t intuitively pick up on a 

thing. 

Your luck’s holding. 
It was—at rotten. This was no time for one of those 13 percent non-

accuracy challenges to kick in. 



A bell chimed, signaling their arrival at basement level, and the door 

glided open. Fatigued and apprehensive, Morgan stepped out and 
motioned left. “The morgue is this way.” 

* * * 
Sally Drake stood in the hallway outside the morgue. Her short red 

hair standing in spikes suited her face and, even more, her personality. 

The eagle rank on her shoulder glinted in the bald florescent light 
shining down from utilitarian fixtures attached to the high ceiling. 

Morgan and Jackson approached her, and Morgan handled the 

introductions. “Commander, this is Captain Jackson Stern. Jackson, this 
is Commander Sally Drake.” 

She offered him her hand. “My deepest condolences, Captain.” 

“Thank you,” he said, shaking her hand. 
She stepped back. “I’m sure Dr. Cabot has made this clear already, 

but I want to reiterate that your viewing the body isn’t essential to the 

investigation.” 
“Morgan told me,” he said. “But I need to see her. Otherwise, this 

is, well ...” He paused a long second, then went on. “I need to see her.” 

Morgan interpreted. Laura’s death was too much to believe without 
visible proof. Commander Drake would know that, along with the fact 

that he had to be sure no evidence was missed. There was no need for 

Morgan to tell her. 
Commander Drake slid Morgan a covert glance to gauge whether 

Stern was sufficiently prepared to go in. 



Morgan subtly nodded, indicating he’d be fine. She hoped it was 

true. Tension stretched him to the limits. From his erratic thoughts, his 
chest was so tight it was hard for him to inhale. But instinctively Morgan 

knew the greater danger to him, and to the rest of them, would be in 
refusing to let him enter. “Where are Jazie and Taylor Lee?” she asked. 

“Conference room.” Commander Drake nodded to the right. 

“They’ll wait for us there.” 
Commander Drake would accompany Morgan and Jackson to 

preserve the chain of evidence: Laura’s body. Especially important since 

Morgan had known the victim and since Jackson was related to the 
victim—and to the suspect. “Are you ready, Jackson?” 

He stiffened and nodded. “As ready as anyone can get.” 

“Let’s go then.” Morgan had been preparing herself for this since 
she’d first spoken on the phone with Commander Drake and been 

activated. The morgue was a torture chamber for her. There was no 

blocking the strong emotional imprints of the victims who had died 
suddenly and unexpectedly. No blocking the strong emotional imprints 

of those who had loved the victims and come to the morgue to positively 

identify them. And, as if that weren’t enough, there was also no blocking 
the flood of strong emotional imprints from those who worked in the 

morgue, witnessed others in such raw pain, and attempted to bury their 

own emotional reactions to it. Psychic distance was essential to survival. 
But in the morgue, psychic distance was as impossible to attain as 



emotional distance. Consequently, the work force turnover was 

incredibly high. 
Inside her head, Morgan sang to cut down on the volume of sensory 

input; then she entered the morgue. 
Laura lay on a stainless gurney in the center of the room. A white 

sheet covered her from the shoulders down. The edge of it had been 

scrunched up over the tip of one foot, so her toe tag was visible. 
Jackson cleared his throat and took his lead from Morgan. She 

walked closer and looked down at Laura’s neck, muddied with bruises. 

She’d been strangled first. Male assailant--large hands. He’d caught her 
from behind, around the neck, barehanded. Strong. 

Absorbing that, Morgan moved the sheet aside enough to free 

Laura’s right arm, and let her gaze drift down it, shoulder to fingertips. 
More bruises, indicative of having been tightly gripped--but they were 

on the back of the arm. He was in front of her at the time. Two fingers 

were broken, and a long gash scraped the top of her knuckle on her ring 
finger. Where a ring obviously had been, her skin was bare and pale. A 

thin white circle … 

“Where’s her emerald?” Jackson asked. “Did the ME take it off 
her?” He glanced from the body to Morgan. 

She didn’t answer. 

“He had to,” Jackson went on. “I’d appreciate it if you’d have him 
put it back on her as soon as possible. It was her mother’s ring. Laura 

put it on the day her mother died, and she never took it off.” 



Morgan remembered it from Laura’s office visit. “The ME didn’t 

take the ring off, Jackson. Apparently, it was forcibly removed during 
the attack.” She paused, then motioned. “See the torn skin and bloody 

scrape above her knuckle? She was alive when that happened.” Morgan 
glanced over at him, hoping the tremble she felt didn’t come through in 

her voice. “This could be good news for Bruce. Why would he take her 

mother’s ring?” 
“He wouldn’t.” 

“Right,” Morgan said. “But it isn’t uncommon for a professional to 

take a trophy.” 
“To track their kills,” Jackson spat out with venom. “Brag to each 

other.” 

Plural. He knew there had been more than one attacker. Insightful. 
“You think there were multiple murderers?” 

“I’m sure of it. Well, nearly sure. Look at the red prints on her 

forearms.” 
Among the bruises, two different forefinger marks dominated the 

others, and they were definitely not the same size; they had not been left 

by the same forefinger. 
Jackson’s voice dropped low and husky. “Did Laura tell you that 

Bruce had gotten physical with her?” 

Morgan slid a wary glance to Commander Drake at the door. She 
had to be present but wanted to be separate and not interfere with their 



examination or discussion. She nodded at Morgan, reminding her of the 

full-disclosure order. 
“No,” Morgan told Jackson. “She didn’t say anything about him 

getting physical.” To be completely honest with him, she had to mention 
her impressions from her meeting with Laura. “I don’t think he was. She 

would have exhibited some sign: fear or anger. Something.” 

“You’re sure she didn’t?” he asked. “Maybe you missed it.” 
“I didn’t miss it.” In every case she’d studied, during the first 

session either fear or anger became evident. Often, both did. “Laura 

wasn’t angry and she didn’t fear Bruce, Jackson. Not at all. She was 
worried for him and for their marriage.” 

Jackson stepped away. “So multiple men grabbed her, and one 

choked her to death and stole her ring.” 
“We’re not certain yet.” 

He nodded, glanced at Laura’s still face, and then turned away. “I’ll, 

um, be in the hall.” 
“All right.” Morgan watched him go. His strength to hold it 

together, when she knew he felt as if his insides had been ripped apart, 

amazed her. 
He walked out, and the hallway door closed behind him. 

“Morgan?” Commander Drake claimed Morgan’s attention. “He 

suspects Bruce hit her.” 



“Yes, he does,” Morgan confirmed. “But he isn’t certain of it.” Still, 

the thought of it obviously had his stomach tied in knots and pumping 
acid. 

“Looking back with that in mind, could you have missed any sign?” 
Great. She resisted the urge to sigh. “I didn’t, Commander. I was 

specifically looking for any signs of abuse. I’m sure there were none.” 

“Okay, then.” The commander glanced from Laura back to Morgan. 
“So, do you think G.R.I.D. was involved in the murder or just in the 

assassination attempt—which could have been directed at either 

brother?” 
“G.R.I.D. is involved in both,” Morgan said, certain of it. “But 

whether the assassins or Bruce killed Laura, I don’t know.” A dull throb 

started behind her eyes, and she rubbed at her temples. “She wasn’t 
raped.” The ME would have verified that already, but disclosing it 

without scrutiny would serve as a checkpoint for Morgan’s accuracy. 

“Typically G.R.I.D. operatives rape women they attack, exerting their 
authority and control over them.” 

“True, but not always,” Commander Drake countered. “Kunz 

actually prefers other methods of torture. Pain appeals to him more than 
degradation or domination.” 

“Kunz didn’t commit the actual murder.” 

The commander hiked her brows but didn’t ask how Morgan knew. 
Still, Morgan gave her the answer. “He has a different energy. It’s very 

distinct.” 



“You’ve never been directly exposed to him.” 

“No, I haven’t,” Morgan agreed, sadness creeping through her. “But 
I have been exposed to Amanda, and she’s been directly exposed to him 

several times. She still carries it with her. Intense emotion lingers, 
sometimes for a lifetime.” 

“Which explains why you keep a little physical distance between 

you and her.” 
Morgan nodded. “I’d prefer she not know that. She’s a good 

woman, and I wouldn’t do anything to—” 

“I understand completely, and I agree.” Drake glanced back at 
Laura. “I’m glad Kunz wasn’t involved.” 

He loved torture. Took a perverse pleasure in it. 

“I didn’t say he wasn’t involved,” Morgan clarified. “Just that he 
hadn’t committed the murder.” 

“What about Marcus Sandross?” the commander suggested, 

crossing her chest with her arms. “He loves torture, too.” 
He did. They’d discovered just how much the man fed on cruelty 

during Kate’s last mission. 

“No. He’s a strong proponent of rape. Man or woman, it doesn’t 
matter. If he’d killed her, Laura would have been raped.” 

Historically, Kunz’s second-in-command had issued the assassins 

their orders. Kunz handling that himself was hard for Morgan to 
imagine. Private and secretive, Kunz went to amazing lengths to protect 

himself and his identity. His survival depended on it. 



“Morgan, are you saying Kunz was with them on this mission?” 

Commander Drake asked. “Is that what you’re thinking?” 
“That’s what I’m getting so far.” Morgan nodded, dragging her teeth 

along her lower lip. “But something isn’t quite right.” 
“It’ll sort out.” The commander stared at a nonexistent point above 

Morgan’s head and tossed that disclosure into the mix of evidence, along 

with their suspicions. Her expression turned sour, and she shifted the 
topic. “I’m afraid you’ll still have to check under the sheet, Morgan.” 

Commander Drake nodded toward Laura on the gurney. “I didn’t want to 

mention it while Captain Stern was with us, but I knew he’d need a 
moment alone.” Regret laced her voice. “It’s significant.” 

“I know.” Morgan did know. She had known since shortly after she 

had entered the morgue. But she lifted the sheet anyway to personally 
count the thirty-one stab wounds Laura had absorbed in her chest, 

abdomen, and back. 

On feeling the first slide of the knife into flesh, Morgan had made 
the decision not to lift the sheet in Jackson’s presence. Thankfully, she 

was able to spare him that. Now she examined Laura’s left arm, wrist, 

and hand. Her nails were cracked and broken off at the quick. Every 
finger on her left hand was broken in at least one place; her forefinger 

had sustained two breaks, one above and one below the knuckle. Her 

right hand’s pinky had been broken, too, in the scuffle to take her ring, 
which was after she’d been stabbed over twenty times. 

They hadn’t wanted death to come easily to her. 



Morgan’s throat went tight, and her chest hollowed. Laura Stern had 

fought so hard to live, knowing her murderers would never allow it. 
She’d prayed for a miracle. And she had died with one thought on her 

mind: 
Help Bruce. 

Morgan intuited that clearly. The problem was, how did she 

interpret it? Did Laura’s “help Bruce” mean she had been killed because 
of him? Or that she was afraid he would be murdered next? Perhaps she 

feared he couldn’t cope without her? 

Or maybe, just maybe, she’d meant:  “Help. Bruce.”  
Had she named him to signal he had killed her?  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